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storage tanks
Get our ptiofa
.1. S. Philips, Garaga.
on

Ltt

Sohoil opeael at MoAlister on
it of 97
the 3let with an
Tnere are Beveial
students
more wh) will enDll la'.er on.
There 22 High School students
The faculty consists of five
teachers: Mr. Jenkins, Principal,
Mrs 8. B. Johnson, Mr. Clyde
Smith, Mm. Jack Robberon and
Mrs Ada Snidar. Every one is
expecting a good eohool rhÍ3year.

of the Mohicane"
will be prcduosd at the Majestic
Theatre on Nov. 17. This great
play is based upon the story by
Mrs. M. P. Robberson was badJames Fennimore Cooper "LHt ly burned on her face and
arm?,
of the Mohicans" which has been
last Friday, when she aocidently
accepted as a olassio 'by most of upset an
rp?n can of kerosene
th) Eduoational Board.
in her range.
Farm Wanted: I want to hear
Dr, Hann ih, our visiting denfrom party having farm for sale tist from
Tucumcari, was here
Give price 'and descripiicn Monday and was
busy all day.G. B, Louden, Champairn, 111.
Miss JfB3ie Lee Maukrwillstay
A. Smith, ft. F. True and W w:th Mrs. Leo' Farrington
th's
Le?, of MoAlister, passed thru winter so
that she may attend the
Taiban, this week.
McAlistes Higbjsohoul.
Mrs. R. N. Gardner and little
Mr. Welch is hsuling ooal from
daughter, Delia, want to Yeso, Tucumcari, for the eohool
here.
this week but are home again.
The citizens of Taiban, are
Albert Saaders wai in town cordially invited to bring ful!
Friday.
baskets of ents and spend
Alfr d Rich, of La Lande was Saturday, November 12, e t our
in town todty, Friday.
new school budding. We fxpeci
Miss Gladys Lyons came in State Supt. Conway ar.d Dr.
Saturday but returned onthe 10: Frank II. H. Roberts, of El Paso,
30 train.
formerl president of New Mexico
Jff Hihtower and family Normal Univer jity, to make dedi
catory speeches. The Boy Scout
V sited at the Heclihy tome, SunBand will furnish the music. In
day.
the
evenirg you will bo enterDr. Sanford called at the.Rev.
Knight home Monday. He re- tained with a play ''When Smith
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Only Picture? of Quality at The
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"Et's."

Wu're gcing to make it 'worth your whTe to

tive us your

pitponage,
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Eyes exiraioed, len?ís duplicated, places repaired by
O- B. Jtrnigan, Reg stared Optó metrht.
Will be at the' Midwest Supply Co., at Taiban, Nov 17.
I will be at Dr. Merril's effioe in Melrose, November 16.
I will be at Fort Sumi er, N ven.ber 18.
Iwillnt be in Taiban until t';e 17 on account of sickness.
'j
When in CI jvís v i sit us.
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"mother and
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in town
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RESOLUTION

A

DOPED BY

WM. RICHMOND PC-- iT
warreo áved here Thurs
Whereas, it has come to the
d"y thit Mrs.'. Frank Culberton,
knowledge
of the officers and
of Slayton, Texas, had died.
of
Wm. Richmond Post
members
Hurrah, for the Taiban High
Department
21.
No.
of New
Sch )o!
Mexico. The American Legion.
Where have all our oorrespon that a persistent rumor is being
dents gñtití We would be very circulated that the Wm. Richmond
lad ti get another ore of those Post No.2l. is taking, or is about
interesting leitersfrom Mrs. Cot- to take a part in the polities of
ton. And where are U. M. G., De Baca Cour-tand to support
Tt G. L ., D. B., and C. K?
candidates on one or more of the
Weoreglad to learn that A. political tickets; and
Clausen, former "Review Man"
WHEREAS, Sec. 2. Article IÍ,
Mt Fore Sumner, is now well and of the Constitution of the Ameriin Fort Sumner again.
can Legion, adopted November
Clinton Hurley, employee- - of 10, 11. 12, 919, provides a- fol"The American
the Santa Fe railway Ccmpany lows,
ia in C lovis this week. He had Lgion shall be absoluiely
'and shall net b- used
lúa tonsil? removed and at last
for the dieseroination of partisan
report was doing nice.
principles ncr for tfe promotion
J, R, Law was In town Mon- of tho candidacy of any person
day.
seeking public office or prefert; The people of Ttiibsn ere glad ment No candidate for or into ''now that their old friend Dr. cumbent cf a salaried elective
Thiirman, who formerly lived publio office shall hold any office
here, is again able to be up.
in The Amerioan l egion or in
Mr. and MrB. Walter Marks, of any Department or Post thereFort Sumner were in Taiban, of;" ind
WHEREAS, The said rumor is
Monday,
air. and Mrs. Ivy of Ciovis, positively without foundation and
have been visiting the Shumike wholly false, the fact being that
the local post of The American
family, of La Lande.
Legion, has not nor does it intend
Rev. Lehman req jests that
to take any part whatever in the
thf marabers of the Presbyterrian politics of De Baoa county, the
ohuroh, especially,' be present
state of Nsw Mexioo, or the
Sunday morning as they will
United States: Now, Therefore,
hold communion.
Be It
There was ten additions to the
Resolved that, for the purpose
Mfthodist Church here Sunday. of publicity deuyirg this rumor
Milford Holder bought the mill as to the participation of this post
at Fort 8umner, this week.
in politics or being used for the
Franklin McMillan was shot promotion cf the oandidacy of
and killed last Saturday about a any person semina public office
hat, the officers;
mile from his home. Ileitert or preformer.t,
of
this
J
members
post in met- an
Hall wont to Fort Sumner, and
assembled
state
ing
that fair'
surrendered for tho killing
foui-- l
wholly
is
rumor
without
Sheriff Dunlap and Justice of the
in
Be
dation
And
fact.
It FurPeace Perkins went and held an
ther
inquest. Undertaker W. F. MilResolved that copies of this
ler, of Taiban, and Mr. Solimán,
furnished the newsresolution'be
of Melrose, embalmud the body
De
Baoa county for
papers
of
and prepared it for shipment.
pnblioation.
It waB shipped from Taiban, to
Keith W. Edwards,
Kress, Texas, Thursday. NovePost Commander.
mber.
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FOR SALF OR TRAD
sec.rid hand organ in good
Vil trade for feed or
stock. Cheap at S25 00.
R. N. Gardner,
.
Taiban, N. M.
hi
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must reach oliise
Wtdnrday to gft in paper.
All news

Mexico.

FLOUR SACK CAUSES
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for
Goc', i.nd

whhli we

a l
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thanks I

t h w completely
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pnjutliue w(is overcome,
and all thinus worktd together
for good throuhout ail r.y meet
meetings
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McAllister
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was
An odd case of llrst-alrequired of a newly Installed
X Itcd Cross nurse ut I'cndeiia,
Kan., recently, according to ad- vices from Hint town.
A deaf mnn, who wns endenv- orlng to help the woman clerk
In a croctry store carry a stick
X of flour from the store room to
ins waiting uuiomomip,
caught the drng-hooIn her tinker and drugged her
Instead of the sack of flour
ucrosH the floor. Ills back was
turned, and being too deaf to
hear her cries, he did not know
of the accident until he turned
the flour Into hla machine.
J toThelift hook
wits so deeply Ini- T hedded In the woman's hand
that surgery wua necessary to
It, but the Red Cross
J remove
iiurne was able to relievo her
pain with llrst-alnt once while
n Hurceon was being summoned.
lted Cross nursea In the chap-4leis whro tiuhllc health work
Is conducted are constantly hav- Ing Just such calls us this, and
frequently find themselves the
$ (inly available help In sorlnus
- iii.ergeru les.
In many of the
X i!ed C ross Chnplers employing
public. hciil'Ji nurses, tho work
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ltoll Call. The Koll
Call this year will take place
November 11 to 21 and will be
throughout
slmultHiieoiis
the

X

KANSAS JUNIORS DOING
BIG COMMUNITY

t

Before Buying your Fall and
Winter Shoes and Drygoods,
we invite you to call and inspect our New Stock, as we
are getting our Fall and
Winter goods in now.
and Prices have changed so
wonderf uly, come and see for
yourself.
Remember
that
you can get everything you
need for your family.

s

W. F.

X

Hie niiiiuul

'

TAIBAN GROCERY

4.

j
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fulled Slates.

Tc-da- y.

Buill R'ght Now
It is a fact that some time t go, lumbfr'was hiph,
but al no Umfj w as it as high nor bigbe. tuanman y
other thingi. It ielso a faot that lumber nnd
building material ia much cheiper' at this tirte
than fur yer-- anc the demand for homes is growing diiiy while the" onnsumption of building material is in uch greter than the growih nf the f rest
STAll LITMBK11 COAIPANY.
TAI II AN, N . MEX.

J

J-

Miller.

Propria

r.
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Stone Drug Company
WORK

The Junior lted Cross of Republic
County, Kansas, hna been especially
liCtlvc during the Inst year In organizing classes conducted under the
Junior plan, such ns health work In tho
schools, patriotic program, community
play, making of toys and hospital supplies, civic training, making of Easter
cards and equipment, and preparing
hot lunches for school children.

pray God that it may ever
continue, that
time may soon
come when vie can all seo the necessity of 6tuding the Savior's
MILTON AUSTIN
prayer in John ,17, and that
CITY TRANSFER
If you haveland, cattle or town each one individually may rasolve
Don't forget "The Last of The
Drayage Business
General
Mohicans." at Fort Sumner. property to sell or trade, list it for him or herself, "lhat, as for
Right Trices.
Trompt
Work
at the Majestio Theatre, Thurs- - with J. N. Crenshaw, Taiban, me, I will hence forth tako the
NEW MEXICO.
TAIBAN,
CContinuf d on page 8.)
N. M.
day, Nov. 17.
1

and Come m ofien.

complete.

T.M.Noble

grund-baliie-

n

trade-hum- e

ar

h

1

to b'.y

There are cert&in periods in one's life when one
can do the right thing at (he right tim. To-d- y
is the day to plan your home. Costs of rraterialj
days.
and labor have'i't benn so Iuw'sinc6 prt-wMoney is a bic freer, but living continues to be as
severe.
Individualize Your Home
C areful planning is necessary in order to produce
the kind of building;, wnich you willbe prcud to
call "my home." There are manyjfeaiu"es which
can be incorporated to make the airangement

;
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October 30th, at 7:25 . m. in
found all
time for l)reakfast.
well and anxiously awaitis g ii'y
coming.
At 11 a. ro. we went to church
i f
to mm t a crowded bous
Brathern and.Si-ters- ,
who were'
just as anxious to hear of '.lie
details of my trip as were my own
family when w l ad broken breau
Then Bro. Pruit announced that
Bro. II u'ge would no v en ermn
wilh a ltpirt of his work in Ne
Mexico.
Fop forty minutes I ppoke to
ihem, giving a brief
of the country and its advantages,
and if the customs, occupations
cí th3 people, the euperior ad
vantages of the public school ovtr
ours of Texas, aid of many oth r
advantages of New Mexico a
they appear to me.
Then I spoke to them of how
appreciative the people there jver
of true gospel preaching, cf howkindly I was reoeivtd and wel
comed into every tome, and the
many invitations I had to vis:t
other h meand have New N'ex- ifo hoip talit, mni what hourly
and smil'feeling harid shaking
go id bye you gave me, nnd your
liberal contribution to icy

w;svi

Plan Ycur Roma

To all my many friends in TaiAttorney at Law
to eaj thtt at (his Q&íq.Ibí Poet Office
ban, I v
Building
writing. November 1st, 1 am at
Foit Sumner, New Mexico
s
home with w ife and
who are plying me with all binds
of queelions
regardir g NeV
g

-

t

MELROSE

Sewing Machines Repaired
guaranteed.
A. J. (Did) Rogers.

at Home

Handed home Sunday mornii

V

work

tTn

The Texas Pieacher

LEss'rjau'íBgEsat

The Mid West Supply Co. Inc
Taiban, N. M

MEXICO.

TAISAN
0lf6

little

And

aid Bptoiclrist

NOTICE FOt PUBLICATION
Cprtmnt o( the Ititerio-- , U. S. Land off-le- e
Fort Sumner. N. M.. October. '7. mil.
Notice is hiebr
that Robert Henry
Elliot, of Dcreao. N. M., who, on November 23 J
191. road homisteii entry. No OU3IU , fo
SWVi 3eo. It). n.I on June ii 1917. made Add
H'dentry No. o 16.M f or theSBVi. See. is. all In
Twp. 1 N.. Ranee 9a K.. V. M. P. M.
hai filed notice of intontio 1 - miks final three
j ear proof, to egtablÍ9h claim to the land abuve
described, before Register and Receiver U.S.
Land Office, at Fort Sumner, N. M.. on the lltb
day of December. H2I,
Claimant name aa witnesses :
Ivy C. PorHenry Aekermn, Quy. K.Crosi
ter, B. M. Hara, all of Oereno. N. M.
10 II It l
W. B McOllI. RerUter.
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Bring in youí producá and cream.
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pots
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out." We
doing Stenned
l
you a good time.

You'll

Soft Drinks, School BooksDrugs,
Patent Medicines, Toilet Articles,
kodak films.
Prescriptions carefully compounded day or night.
Call and see us when in Fort
Sumner.
Proprietors

C.

N. A. Vaughter.

P. Stone,

Fort Sumner, New Mexioo.
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TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.

REDUCTION TO

SAFETY LIMIT
ARMS
WANT
FRANCE
WILL
ENOUGH TO PROTECT NATION
AT ARMS MEETING.
j?

A

i

1

jLJV

'

ADEQUATE

ARMAMENT

THREAT OF GERMAN INVASION
STILL SHADOWS PEOPLE AND
WILL GOVERN POLICY.

V.- .Us.

(Weittrn Newspaper Union Nm SerflM.)

-

r';rt

lniftfntfrT-ii-

Foch and party and Amtma-l- n
General F'ershlng laying, a wreath on me Cenotaph In London.
Naval academy at AnnnpolU.
the
of
Dla of Italy reviewing cadets
Washington.
sailor Jusserand
urshal

1

eneral

NEWS REVIEW OF
CURRENT EVENTS
American Legion Has Eminent
Foreign Warriors as Guests
at Its Convention.
MACN1DER

IS

NEW

CHIEF

Conference Delegate Assembling
Washington and Plans Crystal Ize
Senate Completes Its Tax Bill
Peace In Ireland Depends
on Ulster's Attitude.
By EDWARD

'

In

W. PICKARD.

of the greatest
WITH some
of the allied nations and
the United States as its guests, the
American Legion met In convention
last week in Kansas City. Seldom
have such scenes of enthusiasm been
witnessed In an American city, and
never before have we had here such
a distinguished group of military and
naval leaders as those who brought to
the legion the greetings of our associates In the World war and sat in
the reviewing stand as the thousands
of American veterans of that conflict
marched in the grand parade.
Naturally Marshal Ferdinand Foch
of France, generalissimo of the allied
armies, held first place In the interest
and enthusiasm, but General Pershing
ran him a close second ; and Admiral
Lord Beatty, the hero of the battle
of Jutland, General Diaz, chief of the
Italian armies, and Gen. Baron
Jacques of Belgium could not complain of the welcome accorded them.
All of them addressed the convention,
and all of them paid full tribute to
the gallantry of the soldiers of the
armies of the allied nations, with always reverent words for those who
gave up their lives In the cause of
liberty, and words of sympathy for
those to whom the great conflict
brought wounds and Illness.
The legion elected Hanford Mac-- Nlder, lieutenant colonel of the Ninth
Infantry In the war and a banker of
Mason City, Iowa, its national commander, and by unanimous vote 'conferred on MaJ. Gen. Milton J. Foreman of Illinois the title of past commander with all privileges of that office. Commander MacNIder, who Is a
Harvard graduate, holds these decorations : Distinguished Service Cross and
one cluster, chevalier of the Leplon
of Honor, Croix de Guerre, with citations, three palms, one gold and one
silver star, and the Italian war cross.
He was cited three times in general
orders.
Just before It adjourned the convention adopted several Interesting resolutions. One of them declared for
bonus legislation and "deplored the
request of President Harding to delay passage by congress of a measure
for the same and the acquiescence of
congress In that respect." Another
resolution, mildly censuring Ambassador Harvey for his London speech, declared that address "does not represent the true American attitude as Interpreted by the American Legion, and
let It be known now and for all time
thnt America fought not only for the
maintenance of America's rights, but
for the freedom of the world." The
legion opposed the freeing of Debs,
declared Itself against Asiatic Immigration and for loyalty In schools, and
adopted the daisy as Its official flower.
moment
FROM' theYork

when he landed
and grasped the hand
of General Pershing, who had won the
rnce across the Atlantic by an hour.
Marshal Foch has been kept busy with
.ovations, parades, receptions and banquets In Gotham, Washington, Kan-so- s
City, Chicago, St. Louis and
erywhere else that the admiring populace can get to him. The same is
true, only in lesser degree, of the other eminent foreigners who are now In
America. All of them are now turning their steps toward the national
capital, where they will take part In
the Impressive burial of the "Unknown American Soldier" In Arllng- rn on Armistice day, and then take
their duties In connection with the
on limitation or armá
Xferenre
is, the formal opening of which I

was postponed until the next day, November 12. In good time for that
momentous event, Premier Brland and
his colleagues from France orrlved
on the steamship Lafayette, and a
little later Arthur J. Balfour and his
associates came, from England. Mr.
Balfour will be acting chief of the
British delegation, because the Irish
negotiations have caused Premier
Lloyd George to delay his departure
from London. Mr. Balfour Is accompanied by the earl of Cavan, Air
Sir Maurice
Vice Marshal Hlgglns,
Hankey, Miles Lampson, Sir John Jor-do- n
and a large staff of clerks and
experts. The Italians also arrived,
and the large number of Japanese delegates and advisors have been coming for days.
With the assistance of a big advisory committee that was named lust
week, the American delegates have
formulated the armament reduction
proposals they will submit to the conference. Details of the plan, of
course, were withheld for diplomatic
reasons, but It Is understood to aim
at a Joint agreement that would operate to cut down naval construction
without changing the relative naval
strength of the United States, Greot
Britain and Japan. The Americans,
It Is believed, have no definite plan
for limitation of land armament, and
It may be the conference will come
to no agreement on that matter.
Japan's representatives in the conference were unusually talkative last
week.
Besides denying emphatically
charges that the govthe
ernment of Japan is an autocracy,
and that the militarists control It,
they let It be known that their plea
for expansion on the Asiatic mainland will not be based on
but on the necessity of obtaining the enlarged supply of raw materials and other resources that will
enable Japan to transform itself from
on agricultural to an industrial nation. The Japanese hold that It Is
not feasible to obtain from China, In
the ordinary course of trade, the coal,
iron and other materials which Japan
must ' have, and In which China
Therefore, they say, Japan
abounds.
must obtain concessions and. political
control of the mine districts. It remains to be seen how the Japanese
delegates will make this claim stand
up, In view of the fact that Japan
Joined with the other powers In
pledges to preserve the territorial Integrity of China.
d

spent most of the week
THE senatethrough
the tax bill and
the numerous committee amendments
and those offered by Individual senators. Senator Smoot fought persistently for his sales tax Idea, offering
three alternative plans, and the sentiment In favor of It grew so strong
that the house leaders were constrained to send to the senate another warning thnt under no circumstances would the house accept a
sales tax as an amendment to the
bill. Chairman Fordney of the house
wn.vs and means committee, however,
said he would incorporate a sales tax
In the soldiers' bonus bill which he
Intends to Introduce at the beginning
of the December session, and he believed the house might accept this.
Among the many changes In the house
bill voted by the senate was the elimination of taxes on musical instruments, sporting goods, chewing gum,
toilet soaps and powders, tooth
washes and pastes, electric fans, thermos bottles and articles made of fur.

SENATOR

TOM

WATSON

of

created a sensation, during the debate on the soldiers' bonus,
by making charges that many American soldiers were executed In France
without .trial, and offering a photograph of a gallows at Glevres on
which, he asserted, at least 22 boys
had been hanged. A special committee was named to Investigate Watson's
charges, which were promptly denounced as preposterous by those who
should know. Senator New produced
War department figures showing the
death sentences In France numbered
28, only ten of which,
mostly for
crimes against women, were carried
Into effect. Capt. W. M. Larner, who
was camp quartermaster at Glevres,
says the scaffold mentioned by Watson was erected by him for the execution of one man, who had murdered
a military policeman, and that no
other man was executed there during
the entire war.

evidently than ever before,
in Ireland Is up to Ulster,
If the guesses of the London correspondents are correct. The Sinn Fein,
it is said, has submitted specific plans
which the government thinks may be
feasible If Ulster agrees to them.
Consequently, the cabinet asked Sir
James Craig, the Ulster premier, to
go to London for consultation. The
plan, It Is believed, provides for the
extension of powers and the democratization of the council of Ireland to
make It really a national parliament,
with Ulster consenting to come in as
The
province, retaining its autonomy.
scheme would call for a plebiscite in
the counties of Fermanagh and Tyrone, to determine whether they should
adhere to southern Ireland or Ulster.
So far the utterances of the' Ulster
leaders indicate that they will not
countennnce anything leading to the
diminution of the area under the control of the Ulster government. However the Sinn Fein delegates were very
hopeful last week that a common-sens- e
agreement would be reached before long.

MORE

the predatory designs
VEXED by
little entente against Hungary, and the demands made on that
nation, the allied powers came to the
rescue, and ordered the little entente
to stop Its military plans against Hungarians. They also demanded that
Hungary should surrender former Emperor Karl and his wife, and should
at once pass a law deposing for all
time the Hapsburg family. The national assembly was called together
In Budapest, and a bill Introduce
that would have this effect, and tllut
postpones the election of a new king
until a more favorable date.
Karl
and Zita were turned over to the British, placed on a gunboat and started
on their way to exile, probably on
one of the Madeira islands.
This, however, does not bring peace
to central Europe. Both Greece and
Jugo slavia, It is reported, have Inpoor Albania, one from the
vaded
south and the other from the north.
And General Petlura has started another serious revolt In the Ukraine
against the Russian soviet government. Large bodtes of his supporters
from Rumania and 'Poland swarmed
across the border and gained control
of virtually all of Podolla, capturing
Kamlnetz-Podolsk
and other titles.

Washipgton. France has come to
America to promise to go with other
nations to any limit of disarmament
that Is consistent with her national
safety.
France expects that all the other
nations will recognize her peculiar position and the dread of her people of
a recurrence of things that have happened in the past.
No Frenchman today believes that
there has been any change at all In
the sentiment of Germany toward the
republic except one perhaps of increased animosity. France was accused for years of wishing to be revenged for the loss of
She was charged wiyi the revenge intention long nfter It had
ceased to exist except In the breasts
of a few Frenchmen. France today
feels that revenge may wait Its day
across the Rhine.
Nothing has been said In connection
with proposals for action at the conference on the limitation of armaments which can be construed as
meaning that any nation Is to be
asked to reduce Its means of protection below the obvious protective line.
France will have less difficulty perhaps than any other country In proving the necessities in its own case.
Officials of France accredited to
the United States awaited with some
little trepidation the coming of Marshal Foch to these shores. They probably were a little too fearful In the
case. France above all things, wants
to retain the affection of this country. It was thought that in the reception, or, so to speak, lack of it,
that was given to the marshal might
be found evidence one way or the other concerning the continuation of the
friendship of this country for Its sister republic.
There Is nobody happier In the
city of Washington today than the
Frenchman" who represent their country here In an offlclnl capacity. The
acclaim with which the great marshal
was received In New York, in Washington and In Kansas City has been
Interpreted as meaning that the
French republic still stands firm In
the affections of the American people.
The feeling seems to be among the
French that France, with Foch, has
been acclaimed by the American
people.
It is well known that representatives
of Frunce in this country fear that not
all the American people will understand the armament necessities of the
French republic. They seem to be apprehensive lest Americans may hold
that France is living too much In the
past and Is laying too much stress on
the deeds of another day. They think
also that the American people will feel
that In pressing reasons for a continuance of a large standing army the
French niny have some ulterior motive,
that militarism is not dead In the republic, and that the desire Is to continue to maintain a greut force when
no need for It exists.
Alsace-Lorrain-

Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by,
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds

Toothache
Earache

,

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy
Aaplrtn la

tin
ttf

boxes of 12 Ublete Bottles of 24 and 100 All druggiets.
troto Bark of Bayer Manufacture at Monoaoetleaeloeetar af Sailer Ueacll
DISTEMPER AMONG HOUSES anee eea fully treated with

Spohn's Distemper Compound
approach ot Inter hornea ra again mora Habla to
INFLUENZA,
contae-loudleeaae DISTEMPER,
COUGHS and COLDS. Aa a preventive atalnat theae, an occa- -.
Aa a rematonal doae ot "SPOHN'S" la marveloualy effective.
edy for caaea already aufferlnf, "BPOHN'8" la equally effective.
0 centa and II. JO per bottla
Give It aa a preventiva. Don't wait.
at drug atorea.
GOSHEN. INDIANA
6POHN MEDICAL COMPANY
With th
contract

FRANCES E. WILLARD MUSEUM
Little Schoolhouse Near Janesville,
Wis., Dedicated to Memory of
Great Temperance Leader.

'

He Waa Insured.
The engine of a passenger train
broke down 'midway between two stations, and, as the express was expected, the passengers were allowed
to get out of the cars, as an accident
seemed Inevitable.
Everybody jumped out, with the exception ot one old man.
t
The other passengers thought
be mad, but he waved an insurance ticket In their faces and cried :
"Ha, ha ! I'm not so simple ! A nleo
thing for the company to see me with
an Insurance ticket and then expect meto run away at the first sign of trouble I
I shall stay here, and if the company
has to pay up, that's their lookout,
ChnHcle- not mine !" Pittsburgh
1
Telegraph

Log cabins and marble palaces,
courthouses and round towers are now
and again turned Into museums in the
memory of some historic person. More
rarely the building is a schoolhouse,
but such Is the case with the new
Frances B. Wlllnrd museum. The little country schoolhouse near Janesville, Wis., has recently been dedicated
by followers of the American temperance leader, among them former pupils of Miss Wlllard's in Wesleyan
seminary and at Northwestern university, and national officers of the Woman's Christian Temperance union. The
Perfect Woman's Epitaph.
schoolhouse Is far from Imposing. Miss
A correspondent tells us that an bid.
Wlllard referred to It once as "a sort
but It symbolizes tombstone recently renovated at SÍ.
of big ground-nut,- "
the progress of a child who came Into Marys, Acton, W., bears the inscrlpV
)
.
a wilderness with her pioneer family, tlon:
She was I
and through her good work gained a
Ahl what was she?
place for herself In the Hall of Fame
What a wife and mother should be-Tat Washington, the only woman so
was she. London
honored.
.

hat

Tit-Bit-

8ecret Revealed.
Innumerable years' yielded up a secret at the statehouse today. When a
janitor washed the transom in one of
the rooms occupied by Ora Davles,
state treasurer, It was disclosed that
one of the glass windows was of clear
instead of opaque glass. The accumulation of dust of years had given the
glass a frosted effect. Mr. Davles said
he would leave the glass clear and not
cover the transom as has become a
fad among some of the officials of the
new administration.
"Ill take a chance on anyone coming along with a periscope," said Mr.
Davles. Indianapolis News.
Evaporated.
"What's the matter?" "I sold "an
article on 'Fresh Milk,' and the editor
condensed it I" Wayside Tales

The Materialist.
"What would you suggesF for
club to read?" asked Mrs.
Flubdub.
responded her
"A good
brutal husband.
our-lltera-

cook-book-

,"

Had Dreamed Before.
Friend "If you had a million dol-a- rs
what would you do?" Pessimist
"Wake up and find thnt It wasn't
so."

Those Dear Girls.
Betty "Jack says "Í am the first
Marie
girl he ever kissed."
him to He about other things,,
too."
"I've-know-

Natural Query.
Crabshaw We can't afford a car.
Mrs. Crabshaw Why, the house-Isn'-t
mortgaged, Is It?

COVIET Russia, through Foreign
You will never find time for anyMinister Tchitcherln, has made
No one Is ever forgiven for explodthing. If you want time you must
overtures to the rest of the world, asking a man's bubble of
make It.
ing especially that the United States,
Great Britain, France, Italy and Japan
make peace with the republics of Russia and the Far East. He says the
soviet government Is prepared to recognize the debts Russia contracted
previous to 1U14, including the enorU. S. Awards Three Medals.
mous
bond
Issues held mostly In
Washington. Life saving medals
France. This new step of the Lenin
government toward conservatism has have been awarded Chief Machinist
not so far aroused great enthusiasm Mate Theodore liaumann of Pitts- g
among the other nations, though Great burgh, Pn., former Fireman E. R. Elt-inof Macomb, Illinois, and Cook E. A.
Britain Is sufficiently Interested to ask
Kneebone of Junith Cap, Montana, on
for further particulars. "
the recommendation of Secretary Den-bBaumnnn rescued Seaman G. M.
to
reports
received
ACCORDING
permanent commit- Lumbatls of the destroyer Hognn when
tee on unemployment,
the number a motorbont was swainped In San
of Jobless workers In the United States Francisco harbor. Kiting nnd Knee-bonhas decreased by about
durwhile In the crews of the submaing the last month, being now approxrine chaser 277, rescued Scumnn
imately 2,000,000.
The mills In the Foulke.
South are again busy, blast furnaces
in the steel centers are starting up,
Sixteen Soldiers Burned to Death
and the railroads jy;e taking on addiBudapest. Sixteen soldiers were
tional shop workers. To offset this, the
coal miners of Indiana nearly all quit burned to death when the Badevsky
where loyal government
The food you eat does make a difference.
work In protest against a federal barracks,
court decision agninst the "check- troops are stationed, was destroyed.
Heavy, starchy foods often do slow down
off' system of collecting union dues. The blaze Is the climax of the opera-'tlon- s
of unknown Incendiaries, who
There was much talk about the walkbody and mind often steal the energy that beout becoming general, but this seemed have set fire to three, mills and four
is a ad
longs to the day's work. Grape-Nu- ts
unlikely, unless President Lewis of the factories. The police believe that the
perfected
nourishment
the
contains
food. It
United Mine Workers should
issue setting fire to the barracks was vengof Nature's best grains. It includes all those
mandatory strike orders. New York eance for the activities of those opand the surrounding towns were sub- posed to former King Charles.
elements needed to nourish body and brain. It
jected to deprivation and confusion
Is
easy to digest. It gives energy without taking
by a strike of milk wagon drivers,
Is Deported.
energy.
and the Job printing houses of the ChiLisbon. Portugal has granted percago district faced a possible strike mission for the deportation of
How about your breakfast or lunch does
of their employees for higher wages
Charles of Austria, the former
give,
or take?
and against a return t the
it
empress and their children to Funchal,
week.
Madeira Island. Their home probably
..Grape-Nu- ts
is sweet, crisp, delightful to
will be in the wing of an enormous
ideal source of power for a
building
which
was
at
Funchal,
Intendan
the taste, and is
npHE Democratic party as not been ed as a sanitarium when It was conday.
satisfied with Its leadership since
difficult
busy
and
structed by a group of German finanthe defeat at the polls last November,
building
never
was
The
ciers.
finished
so the other day the national commitThere's a Reason" for GRAPE-NUT- S
tee elected former Consrressmiin Cor. because of a disagreement between the
government
GerPortuguese
and the
dell Hull of Tennessee as chairman, to
mans, and has been unoccupied.
replace George White of Ohio.
self-conce-

y.

one-thir- d

Are you stepping on the brake
or the accelerator?

go-ahe-

TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.

FUR STOLES AND CAPELETS;

GARDENS IN AUTUMN

TAILORED SUIT WOMAN'S ALLY
the tnng o'f autumn In the
a Btudy In the lighter furs
Is most apropos.
Later comes
Leading up
the heavier fur cont.
to Its entree, designers have been giving much thought to the evolving of
fur wraps to span the Interim between early autumn and slelghbell
time.
Judging from the sumptuous fur
displays In fashion centers, the problem Is solved.
Tbe answer Is adorwraps
able fur cnpelets and shawl-lik- e
made of most unusual peltry, such as
American broadtail In taupe, black or
brown, caramel-colorecaracul, unspotted ermine, gray squirrel, krlm-mastrakhan, Persian lnmb and most

WITH

d

REMOVE TRASH FROM

TRACE TROUBLE
TO FENCE WEEDS

When In doubt, choose a suit. Noxious Plants as Rule Are ReEver ready, In good taste ofr almost
sult of Neglect Because of
every' occasion, It remnlns
woman's staunchest ally In the
Other Pressing Work.
matter of smart appearance.
Top a tailored suit with a fetching
hat, grace It with the companionship
vestee or perfec- RIGHT METHODS OF CONTROL
of a brilllaiifcy-coloretly-matched
blouse, tune to It the
new strapped sandals with modish
hose, wear with It the best of gloves 3ienniala May Be Destroyed by Plowand "It must follow as the night the
ing Twice a Year
Perennials Can
day" that aristocracy of fashion Is the
Be Killed by Applying Waste
reward.
,
Oil.
As to the silhouette, straight-line- ,
such
models
are
favorites,
unbelted
(Prepared by tha United Statea Department
oí Agriculture.)
as our illustration sets forth. When
"I've too much work to spend time
belts are worn, for quite a few Ruscleaning fence corners," declared a
farmer when his neighbor asked why
he allowed weeds to grow on line
fences and the roadside.
"For Instance?" observed his caller
who had the New England habit of
answering one question by asking and

.

Vines,

Stalks and Other Rubbish
Should Be Cleaned Up.

After Crops Have Been Harvested Soil
Improving Crop of Some Kind
Should Be Planted If Available
Area la Sufficient.
(Prepared

tha United Statea Department
of Agriculture.)
garden crops are harvested
by

He Was Doing His Best.
When
Mother was teaching
the vines, stalks, and other plant re- Bobby
geography. She had come to
mains should be cleaned up, the United the Sahara
desert. ".Vow, say
States Department of 'Agriculture
she prompted him.
points out. Good gardeners who take
"Hora," replied Bobby.
pride In the appearance of their
"No,
Sahara, don't you
gardens remove such trash, as, If al- see?" not Hara patiently.
"Now say
suld
mother
lowed to remain. It harbors Insects and
It."
disensos liable to attack next year's
Again Bobby replied, "Hara."
crops. Plant remnlns from vegetable
That kept up for some time, until
crops should not tie oomnosled fur use
finally Bobby, worn out, exclaimed
Indignantly: "Well, mother, didn't I
say Hara?" Youth's Companion.

after

weeds."
How the Weeds Spread.
"Yes, maybe, looking at It from one
angle," persisted the neighbor. "But,
With balloon-seed- s
then, consider.
like Canada thistle, dandelions, wild
s
like
lettuce and milkweed;
burdock and beggar's lice, sticking to
every passing man and animal ; the
scatter-seed- s
like tumble; and seeds
that are scattered by birds do you
bur-seed-

suppose

Fur Stoles and Capelets.
furs elan blouse effects are noted, metal
In girdles, or entrancing interweavlngs
patent leather, encircle
of
combination.
For elegance personified, the mole not the waist Une, but the hip line.
shawl-cap- e
portrayed herewith has no Which means that low waist effects,
guperlor. ' It Is a decided Innovation, to the point of exaggeration, are apsuggesting a shawl topped with a proved.
Regarding fabrics, It gladdens the
and It has a
voluminous
"silver lining." At each move of heart of us to know that our eorlj
milady, entrancing glimpses of gray love, broadcloth. Is reinstated In the
metal brocade of regal: quality are re- favor of best designers both In this
country and In Paris. The list of corvealed.
Speaking of moleskin, the tempta- rect fabrics Includes duvetyn, marvel-la- ,
wool velours,
English tweed,
tion Is to digress from the subject of
fur wraps long enough to tell of the polret twill and trlcotlne. Soft, deep
cunning moleskin envelope pocketbook piled fabrics dominate.
Among the novelties, cire (waxed)
anyone can make who is clever with
the needle. Join tiny places of mole, braid ts a favorite. The suit lila
emphatically, moleskin.

those

weeds will

fence-corn-

the fence corners? Don't
you Imagine that they have something
to do with the fouling of your crop
fields, and of that front lot that you
are so anxious to have look neat for
prospective purchasers? And don't
you Imagine that they foul ,my fields
as well as yours? I noticed a little
clump of wild lettuce In one angle of
remain .

In

Novelty

are stressed this season, singly and

gay-color-

.

caps-colla-

I

V

r,

X

WHY DRUGGISTS
SWAMP-ROO-

MOTHER! CLEAN

other.

"For Instance, there's weeds all
through my corn and potatoes, and
they've been getting Into the oats till
this year's thrashing wllT be half
Canadian thistles. And, for Instance,
the hired man's been laid up with
Ivy poisoning he took fixing up the
pasture fence where some rails had
rotted out. And, for Instance, Just
now there's some city acquaintances
of my daughter coming out, and they
might possibly buy the place If we
could get It tidied up and there's a
big crop of fall weeds In the front
lot.
I guess that's enough, for Instance, to keep me from puttering
around the fence corners with a grass-hoo- k

No Poser.
"How long have you been Indisposed, my poor fellow?" asked a fair
visitor at a hospital of a big negro
who was strapped up In bed with an
Injured back.
"DIs ain't no pose 'tall, miss," answered the patient in tones of disgust.
"Dls am merely de careless
manner In. which dera forgetful doctors went away and lef me yestlddy,"

CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

RECOMMEND

T

For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Itoot- ,
the great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening medicine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and (tart
treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

Even a sick child loves the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
little tongue Is coated, or if your child
Is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
or has colic, give a teaspoonful to
:leanse the liver and bowels. In a few
hours jou con see' for yourself how
thoroughly It works all the constipation poison, sour bile and waste out of
the bowels, and you have a well, playful child again. '
Millions of mothers keep "California
Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
today saves a sick child toBurning Rubbish After Crops Have morrow. Ask your druggist for genuBeen Harvested.
ine "California Fig Syrup" which has AFTER THE FOOTBALL $MES
on the same crops next year, but may directions for babies and children of
be burned and the ashes left on the all ages printed on bottle. Mother I Man Who Had Been TheVe Dis-Knew
There Would Be Only Cr.e
soil or used on other land devoted You must say "Cnllfornla" or you may
tinctive College Color.
get an imitation llg syrup. Advertiseto different crops. Where a sufficient area Is available ment.
They were talking of their absent
so that part can be devoted to soil Improving crops each year, these should HERE'S GENUINE NEW YORKER sons, and the fact that each, of the
fathers had a boy In a different college
be put In as the vegetable crops are
harvested. Crimson clover Is an ex- You Can Always Tell Him He Knows did not prevent them from amicably
discussing their prospects.
His Home City Like the Provercellent soil Improver, but can not be
"It won't be long," said one of the
bial Book.
grown In all sections. Winter oats,
fathers,
"before the athletic season
barley, rye, vetch, and combinations
The man who was born In New York opens, and then I think we'll hear
of these are good. Where the same
area Is used for the garden year after and had lived there all his days gave something from the Orange and Blue."
"Yes," said another, "and there'll be
year a fall application of manure Is a satisfied chuckle. "Yes, I know the
very desirable. If manure can not be old town as few know It. It's going some shouting done by the Blue and
Gray."
secured, It may pay to sow the garden to be á great pleasure for me to tuke
"Of course," said the third father,
crops. In you around, old man. This, of course.
to one of the
"and as my boy has gone to Princemany sections there Is time between Is Grant's tomb. Ha, ha!"
ton, I'll have to put In a word for the
The westerner looked his surprise.
late fall and early spring vegetables
and Orange ; but It doesn't make
Black
commonso
laugh
"I
because
it's
for a good growth of these crops.
place so shopworn, so to speak. But such a great deal of difference. The
boys are bound to come under the
CHESTNUT TREES FOR POLES while you're my guest you shall miss same colors In the end."
nothing from the usual to the most
' "No," said one.
by George."
uncommon
Selection
It More Carefully Made
"Can't be arranged," said the other.
Is It?"
"What
Than Average Person Thinka
"Oh, yes. It can 1"
"Look that big purple machine,
Defects Looked For.
"To which colors do you refer?"
with all the people. Looks like a del"Black and Blue." Philadelphia
or
egation of visiting Elks
Not every tall chestnut tree Is .. . . what in the name of time can Ledger.
worthy of becoming a telephone pole such a big, clumsy"
the selection of poles Is more careHow Could She Help It?
"New York city sightseeing bus!"
fully made than the average person yelled the man with the ballyhoo.
"How did this vase get broken,
thinks. Chestnut and eastern white "Takes you anywhere you want to go Mary?"
cedar furnish the bulk of the eastern to see the sights." Judge.
"It fell oft" the pedestal, ma'am."
pole timber. Specifications for chest"How did you upset the pedestal?"
nut poles generally require material
Babies.
"I never touched It. The chair
on
Tough
the
to be of good quality second-growtA paragraph worthy of publication bumped Into It, ma'am."
timber, of specified dimensions, butt
"And did you push the chair?"
Bug" appeared recently In
cut, squared at both ends, reasonably In "Whizz (Idaho) News. It was In
did not, ma'am. It was the table
"I
Genesee
the
straight, well proportioned from tip
"paid local" Inserted done that. AH I did was to push tbe
a
nature
of
the
to butt, peeled and with knots trimmed
by the members of the Genesee medi- sofa up against the table. An goodclose.
Under the caption, ness knows I can't see what's a goln
cal fraternity.
are
In
Inspection
looked
for
Defects
Warning," appeared the to happen that far off!"
"Eight
Months
sap
tops
and butts,
crookedness, split
following : "After October 1 all babies
and butt rot, checks and shakes. Poles C. O. D. Signed, W. H. Ehlen, M. D.,
The avarice of the miser may be
are assigned to two or three classes,
the grand sepulchre of all his
termed
(Wash.)
D.
House,
M.
Pullman
H.
according to their length, top circumother passions.
Herald.
measured
ference and circumference
at 6 feet from the butt. Poles of the
class, for example, are required by one representative pole
company to be 24 Inches Id" top circumference and 48 Inches In bnsal
may
second-clas- s
While
circumference,
poles of the same length measure only
you
22 and 40 inches, respectively, at the
two points.
As a guide to selling farm timber to
the best advantage, the United States
Department of Agriculture recently IsThousands of people suffer from nervoussued Farmers' Bulletin 1210, MeasurThey are run down and miserable without
ness.
ing and Marketing Farm Timber.
knowing
the reason why.
Copies of the bulletin may be had upThey do not stop to think that much of their
on application to the department at
Washington, D. C.
trouble may be caused by drinking tea and coffee
which contain the drugs, thein and caffeine. When
the system for any period of
you
STORE VEGETABLES IN BOXES
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Weeds

Along Fence Rows spread
Seed to Land Adjoining.

the fence; and do you know that one
wild lettuce stalk yields from 8,000
to 240,000 seeds In one season enough
to infest several acres of land?
"Your hired man's case of poisoning Is costing you practically a week's
time, Just when you can't afford It.
And that was another case of line
fence weeds.
"The Importance of cleaning out
weeds growing In waste places around
the farm Is not generally realized.
They are frequently neglected under
pressure of other w.ork ; but there Is
little work around a farm that pays
better than keeping the weeds out of
farmyards, barnyards and fence rows,
and I am selfish and I can't keep my
fields clean as long as you leave your
side of the line fence foul."
Many common fence-roweeds are
annuals and biennials, and, the United
States Department of Agriculture
points out, they can be killed by mowing twice a year, but the location is
one that' might better be' kept clear
of all vegetation than grown up to
weeds; and perennials, like Canada
thistles, can be killed out In these
spots.
How to Deal With Weeds.
An economical way of dealing with
perennials Is to saturate them with
waste oils from automobiles and
tractors. The disposal of this oil is in
Itself often a. problem. It Is well to
cut the weeds first, apply the oil and
cover the ground with clean dirt for
appearance's sake. Oil will make the
ground sterile and bare for several
years. It Is less drastic to cover the
A Tailored Suit.
ground with tar paper; old tin, or
loose boards, or to apply dry agriculentrated has four rows, two by two, of tural salt at the rate of one pound
shaping same Just like a large
Insert heavy satin gussets at the new embossed clre braid, which, per square foot.
velope.
On the whole, fence row and waste
the side. Line with a brilliant silk by the wuy, Is the last word In fashionable trimmings.
Polret twill In place weeds are the result of neglect.
and sew a clip on tbe flap.
energy will keep
To return to our subject: Long navy blue Is fashioned along the new A little
them under control. A common saytoles or scarfs of kolinsky or Japan- - straight lines In this model.
ing Is that a weed-frefarm Is the
sable, the latter being the-- orlg- sign of a good farmer. It Is a mark
r.al of the subject of our illustration,
are a vogue de luxe. Such a wrap It
ft distinction that can only be attained by keeping constantly at the
admirable for real service With a
.
waste places.
tailored suit
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help
This little bit of advice
regain your Health,
Strength and Vitality

over-stimul-

Where Winters Are Mild, Beets, Car.
rota, Turnips, Etc., May Be
Placed In Barrel.
In sections where moderate winters
prevail a box or barrel set below the
surface of the ground and fitted with
a movable lid provides suitable storage for such vegetables as beet, carrots, turnips, etc. This type of storage Is adapted to sections where the
bank or pit Is used, or to parts of
the country where the ground does not
freeze to a depth of more than a few
inches. Through the aid of such protective coverings as leaves, straw or
manure placed on the lid of the storage box, It Is possible to protect the
vegetables from any sudden extreme
On account of poor
of temperature.
drainage some locations are not suited
to these underground storage boxes.
In any location care must be exercised to select a site where water will
not accumulate In the box.
This type of storage Is much cleaner
and more accessible than the ordinary
hank or pit, and In most cases Its cost
Is very small. A number of these
boxes can be provided so that part
i if
the vegetables .un be taken out
without disturbing the remainder.

ate

time, the result may be nervousness with its
many accompanying ills. You may fail to sleep
properly and your sleep does not refresh you as
it should.
Postum, made from scientifically roasted
cereals, will help you to overcome all these
conditions. For it contains only healthful substances, instead of drugs, as are found in tea

end coffee.
Postum helps build sound nerve structure,

by letting you get sound, restful sleep.

In flavor, Postum is much like
In fact there are .many people who prefer Postum for its savory flavor alone.
Order Postum from your grocer today.
Serve this rich, fragrant beverage for the family.
See how the children will like it, and how much
better everybody will sleep at night.
high-gra-

de

coffee.

Postum comes In two forms: Instant Postum (In tins)
mad Instantly In the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Poatam Cereal (in packages of largar bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal Is beldf prepared)
mad by boiling for 20 minutes.

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"

TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.
FOREIGN

JEWS TO DATE
If! PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT8
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.
(Waters Newsp&pfr Unios Newt torvlct.

WESTERN

"

The body of a young man with a
bullet wound In the head, which wns
found in a vacant lot in Sun Francisco,
wag Identified as that of the bandit
who held up the ferry postoffice, shot
and killed Frank B. Adams, an armed
juard, and escaped with valuable niail
matter.
The Chicago theater, seating 5,000
persons, Raid to be the largest motion
picture theater In the world, hns been
formally opened.
A line of persons
six abreast and three blocks long, wait-iu- g
for admittance, necessitated the
calling of municipal police. The theater cost $4,000,000.
The Fort Worth & Denver Railway
Company has asked the Interstate
Commerce Commission for authority
to extend $8,170,000 of its 6 per cent
first mortgage bonds for forty years
at 54 per cent, and for approval of an
agreement extending the lien of the
first mortgage to cover the extended

.

bonds.

.

Sheriff's deputies on guard In a store
at Council Bl tiffs engnged in a gun
battle with a gang of robbers, who
broke into the plnce. One robber was
killed. Sheriff W. A. (ir:".eeg" Iden"
t if led him as JuüTSs Blankenship, 23
years cltt.The dead man figured in
tile Omaha court house riots two years
ago and was Indicted for arson In that
connection, but was never prosecuted.
District Attorney Mathew Brady has
under consideration a request thnt lie
recommend a parolo for Allen McDonald, convicted in connection with the
"Howard street gang cuses"
a year ago, in San Francisco. McDonald sooii will be eligible to apply for
parole. Recently McDonald's mother
made her- - way to Frisco from Denver
walking part of the way and accepting free rides at times and asked
Brady to parole her son.
William Egan, a member
of the
Democratic city committee and recognized as a '"power" In local and state
Democratic affuirs, wns shot nnd
killed while standing .In the doorway
of his saloon at St. Louis by unidentified assailants, who fired at him from
a curtained automobile while passing.
"I don't know who shot me, and I
wouldn't tell If I did. I'm a good
sport," were Egnn's dying words. Police ciuim a gang feud Is responsible
for JOgan's death.

WASHINGTON
Exports to Europe during September
fell off by about .$31,000,000, as compared with August, while imports increased by approximately $4,000,00;),
according to foreign trade figures issued by the Commerce Deportment.
Imports from South America during
the monffi Increased by about $0,000,-000- ,
while exports remained practically unchanged.
There will be no delny in issuing
permits for the manufacture of renl
beer and for Its sale as medicine. Internal Revenue Commissioner Blair
stated that all brewers who have complied with the Inw will be granted permits readily. Brewers who have been
charged with violating the law,
may be delayed In getting permits now, the commissioner said.
President Harding nominated Mateo
Lujan of Santa Fe, N. M., to be receiver of public moneys at Clayton, N. M.
The total public debt Sept. 30 stood
at -- 3,024,108,1 2r..0, while Oct. 81 the
total vvus $23,45!), 113,490.50, making a
decrease for the period of $404,059,-028.4how-five-

r,

of the
Sir Robert Home, chancellor
exchequer,
officially " denied in the
House of Commons that Great Britain
is negotiating with the United States
for cancellation of or debts.
Solemn reverence by king and peas-an- t
was paid to Italy's unknown, soldier, symbol of her 500,000 dead, when
the body arrived in Rome and was
transported, on a gun carriage to the
church of Santa Macla Degll Angelí.
Oermuny has been granted by the
reparations commission a fifteen-daextension on the first installment of
500,000,000 gold marks of the second
billion of her reparations payments,
due Nov. 15, it is announced in Paris.
of military police,
Two companies
proceeding to a spot near Vnynkad,
where depredations had been reported,
were attacked by Moplahs, Intrenched
tn the hillsides. eThe policemen re-- .
of Ihe tribesplied, killing twenty-thremen. One policeman was killed and
eight were wounded.
The Novy Tut, Bolshevist organ nt
Riga, reports that an American bank,
with a capital of $10,000,000, is being
opened In Harbin, Manchuria, with
branches at Chita, Blagovestchensk
and Khabarovsk. The newspaper asserts that the bank intends to assist
American trade In Siberia.
Two thousand corpses of Spanish
soldiers have been buried in the Monte
Arruit sector of the Moroccan battle
front within two days, according to Information received from Melllla. The
soldiers were killed in the siege conducted by the rebellious Moors. A new
native attack against Monte Arruit has
been repulsed. Fighting continues in
the Goninra zone.
A dispatch to I.a Nación from
Asuncion says that President (Jondra
of Pnraguay lias handed his resignation to Dr. Felix Pulvn, the vice president, owing to n revolunilonary movement by the followers of
Schaerer. The revolutionaries are reported to have the support of all the.
troops and police in A he capital nnd
country' districts.
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It Is possible that one of the largest
pipe organs ever brought Into New
Mexico will be insttilled in the new
auditorium of the Normal University
at Las Vegas.
Lee Wilkinson of Alamogordo, N. M.,
has taken the office of United States
deputy marshal. It Is likely that he
will make his headquarters nt Deming
lifter the first of the year.
The dairy Industry in New Mexico
Is now making rapid strides and
are that during the next year
this will become one of the principal
Industries of the southern part of tho
slate.
The big canning company ut Húndalo, N. M., is. running both night and
day and is packing over IG.IXK) cuns of
tomatoes dally. It is expected that the
plant will operate until ihe first of the
year.
II. W. Wells, an Arizona pioneer,
committed suicide In his ranch home
near Lee station, six miles from Douglas. He was found In his room with
a
bullet wound through his
head. The gun apparently had been
placed against the right temple, the
bullet emerging from the left side.
Sportsmen of Alamogordo, N. M-- ,
are taking steps toward the organization of an association for the protection
of the game. The city is admirably
located from it sportsman's viewpoint,
being nt the foot of the Sacramento
mountains, which Is one of the best
feeding grounds for deer and turkey
in the West.
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PENALTY IS NOT LESS THAN TEN
YEARS; DEFENDANT SHOWS
NO EMOTION.
(Wotcrn Xevspiper t'nlon Xtws SerTlcO "

Twin Falls, Idaho. Mrs. Lydu Meyer Southard was declared guilty of second degree murder
of Edward F.
Meyer, her fourth husband, by a Jury
In District Court here. The verdict,
which was returned after twenty-thre- e
hours' deliberation, carries a penalty
of not less than 'ten years' imprisonment.
The defendant showed no

qualify. Albert
blind boy to attuln the eagle scout's
degree.
Mrs. A. O. Cngle, wife of a farmer,
son were burned lo
and her
death nt their home near .Tonesboro,
Ark., when the child's tricycle, to
which he had rigged a can of fire In
imitation of his father's tractor, overturned, the fire Igniting his clothing
and that of his mother when she went
to his aid.
What was thought to be gold ore has
been discovered on a farm near Peurl
City, III., it was reported, with the an-- 1
nouncement that a company had been
formed to begin mining operations on
1,800 acres of land leased near the village. It was said the ore was discovered by well diggers and that it wns
expected to yield about $11 a ton.
Supreme Court Justice Mullan of
New York signed on order forfeiting
the bond of $1,000 given by Ludwlg
Martens, former representative of Soviet Russia In this country, when lie
was nrrested two years ago for contempt for fnllure to turn over certain
records to a legislative committee investigating seditious activities. Martens
was deported before his case was acted on by the courts.
Tex Rlcknrd, fight promoter, was
fined $.")00 by Judge George A. Carpenter in Federal Court at Chicago
when lie pleaded guilty to violation of
the law prohibiting transfer of moving
pictures of the Cavnontler-Deinpsefight from New York to Chicago.
Charged with the illegal conversion
of $100,000 in funds of the Norman
Oil Company, New York, of which he
was vice president nnd general manager, M. N. Bensubnt was arrested and
later released on u bond of $50,(100. No
complaint has yet been filed, but the
charge of conversion is made In an affidavit attached to the order for arrest. The oil company owns vast
tracts of land in Mexico.
Collection of funds of the United
Mine Workers of America through the
checkoff system, by which union membership dues are deducted from miners' wages by operntors, has been
by Federal Judge A. B. Anderson. His order enjoined nil union
members from seeking to
unionize the Williamson coal field In
West Vlrglnln, where violence has
marked the year's strike. The order Is
temporary, but Is effective until
changed by the court.
George H. Miller, 10 yenrs old, was
convicted on a charge of 'violating the
Mann act and was fined $300 and costs
by Judge Jacob Trleber In United
Stntes District Court at Little Rock,
Ark. It was alleged that Miller, whose
home Is In Dallas, Texas, took a woman 30 yenrs old from Dallas to Hot
Springs last summer.
Miss Cecil Leltch, woman golf champion of Great Britain, France and Canada, defeated Miss Alexa Stirling, former United Stntes champion, by 2 up
Itcfore n large gallery at the Pclhain
y

.

WON'T STAY INTERRED

k

Because of the extended notoriety
given the case difficulty was encountered in Impaneling a Jury, this function consuming a week's time. In
that period three special venires were
drawn, each of forty names, The first

court-martia-

'3,-0i-

Pra-pbe-

Killed

Mexico

Isleta,
ent the
ghost in
scribed
here.

Here reposes at pres
oldest and most persistent
America. This might be inIn the little adobe church
N. M.

Long ago, at the time of the first
Spanish Invasions of southwestern
America, a Spanish friar was captured by the Indians. Although kept
as a prisoner for a time, he later won
their confidence and as years went
by was admitted to their peculiar religious and political circles. .
At last the rumor reached the- tribe
of the advance of Coronado In search
of treasure. The Indians feared
treachery-o- n
the part of their Spanish friend and one night he was
stabbed to death by one of the more"
skeptical members of the tribe.
The medicine men were horrified at
the crime, for not only had they come
to respect the Spaniard's Christian
teachings, but had made him a participator In their .own- - religion; And
above all, they knew what might be
expected of enraged Spaniards If they
should discover the crime. .' '
Buried Near Altar..
The priest's body was hastily
wrapped In a sheet and without any
prayer or cerenrony buried deep In
front of the altar In the little Christian church In Isleta.
Coronado's men never learned of
the crime, but a few years later a peculiar mound appeared In front of the
altar In the ílttle church. The horrified natives observed the mound was
exactly the length and width of a
man's body. Soon the hard earth floor
cracked nnd one morning, Just 12
years after the burial of the priest,
his body was discovered lying face upward above the spot where he had
been buried.
On examination It was found that
the body was soft, as though the
-

nouneed.
The trial of Lydu Meyer Southard
on the charge of causing the death of
her fourth husband, Edward F. Meyer,
foreman of the Blue Lukes ranch, Twin
Falls, by administration of poison, said
to huve been derived from poisonous
insect exterminator, was opened In
the District Court, Judge W. A.
presiding, on Sept. 20.
Counsel for the prosecution consisted of Frank L. Stephnn, Twin
Fulls county attorney; Roy L. Black,
state's attorney general, nnd E. A.
Walters, former District Court Judge.
For the defenseW'. P, .Guthrie, Homer
C. Mills and Á. It. Hicks appeared.
Bab-coc-

by Indiana In New
Who Feared He Would
Betray Them to Spanish
Invaders.

Spaniard

.

sign of
feeling nnd did not raise her eyes from
the floor when the verdict wns an

of these was dismissed because of ineligibility of Sheriff E. R. Shermnn to
act as summoning officer. W. Q.
Thompson was selected by the court ns
elisor, the two venires being brought
into court by that officer.
In addition to these eighty veniremen, the original panel consisted of
seventy-fiv- e
men. Practically the entire total of 153 nnmes wns exhausted
before the completion of the jury. .
Witnesses were called from Missouri, Montana, Tennessee and California. In all 182 witnesses were
named to appear on both sides, but
not all were called to the stand. The
various municipalities, counties and state listed 142 witnesses on the inIndustrie to ascertain how much sur- dictment, while the defeuse named
plus labor Can be absorbed by contemabout forty. Hypothetical questions,
plated public and . private Improve- together with clinical discussions, conments. The datu when secured will sumed the greater portion of the five
prove valuable in connection with any weeks devoted to the murder trial.
plans which may be formulated by the Many physicians, chemists nnd similar
professionals were called upon to give
slate or nation to relieve conditions.
Sheep men of New Mexico nre now testimony ns expert witnesses.
busy with the full shipping und thousands of head of sheep are seen on the Russian Reds Shoot Nineteen Prisoners
ranges near Las Vegas en route to the
Moscow. Nineteen men have been
markets In Kansas City and Denver. shot and forty men and women
sentMost of the sheep have been driven
enced to prison terms after conviction
to
from the mountains
the lower
Moscow
l
for
ranges where they are near some ship- before n
thefts
diamonds, platinum and old
ping points and will be loaded as fast sliver of
and jewelry from the governus the cars can be secured from the ment stores.
These stocks were taken
companies.
railroad
over by the Soviet from shops and
Arizona has a statute compelling individuals at the beginning of the
fire insurance corporations doing bus- Bolshevist regime.
iness In Incorporated cities of over
to turn over to the state treasury
Dies Trying To Resecue Horses.
1 per cent of their revenues In such
Salt Luke City, Utah. Michael
cities, to be applied to the maintenance
civilian blacksmith, and
of fire alarm systems or the relief of Prnpher,
disabled firemen. A substantial ad- twelve horses were burned to death In
vance In revenues Is shown by the re- a fire which destroyed stables nt Fort
r
ports filed for the past year, the gross Douglas military post, near here.
attempted to release the horses
amount of the tax being $14,395, compared with $11,278 In P.I19 and $9,044 when he was trapped, by the flames.
The cause of the fire Is .unknown.
in 1918.
Albert H. Fall, secretary of the. InObject To Flag Below U. S. Colors.
terior, will hold a heating on reservoir
sites on the Colorado River Basin ProAustin. Texas. The Mexican govject In San Diego early In November, ernment through its representative at
according to Information received by Washington, has protested to the state
who department
Governor Thomas E. Campbell,
that Mexican flag should
has been requested to be present at tho
hearing. A number of applications for not be displayed below the American
sites have been received, the fore- flag (in the same pole. The objection,
raised by the Mexican consul at Lamost of which were the Soul hern California Edison Company and the city redo, who on the action of L, C. Sutof Los Angeles.
ton, assistant attorney general of TexBids have been asked, for the new as, who, In an opinion, upheld the acgroup of buildings which are to be tion of the sheriff of Frio county In
erected at Fort Bayard, N. M., to cost ordering lowered slightly a Mexican
when completed nearly $1,000,000. The flag flying on a staff with the United
States colors.
new buildings ure to cost about $850,-00anil the other $150,000 will be
spent on the Improvements In the
$5,000,000 Blaze In New Jersey,
buildings und In erecting a high fence
New York After a hard fight of
around the entire property. It is ex- several hours' duration, firemen gainpected Unit It will be at least thirty ed control of a
blaze thnt had destroydays before the bids will be acted on
ed
four
Erie
piers, a score of
railroad
Is
that;
hoped
It
and
the wort will De
well under way In the next ninety days railroad cars loaded with flour, several
,
or at least shortly after the first of the lighters and other property ntjWeehaw-kenN, J. Dnmage was estimated at
year. The expenditure of so lurge an
amount of money at the fort Insures from $3,000,000 to $0,000,000. Police reIhe permanency of the big hospltul and serves were called out to drive the
will furnish work for a lurge number crowd back to prevent many from being pushed over the cliffs.
nf men for several months.
'
Tho Mesilla Valley Cow Testing AsTwo Minutes of Silence.
sociation 1ms ' begun work with over
1500 cows and
Washington. The call of an army
thirty-seveherds to
come under the test. J. F. Begllhger, bugle sounding "Attention" will bring
the offldul tester at Las Cruces, N. M. the gathering at Arlington National
cemetery to Its feet at noon on Armiswill visit all the herds once a month
mid will get data on the amount of tice day, to stand, two minutes in similk, butter fat for each cow for the lence, as a memorial to America's unknown dead from France. For the same
day's milking.
With the arrival In Phoenix of Dr. period a similar pause In the nutlon's
Thomas H. Haines, field consultant of Ufe everywhere, by proclamation of
the National Committee for Mental the president, will testify to the country's regard for Its nameless soldiers.
Hygiene, plans for the state-wid- e
menSecretary Weeks will act ns official
ial hygiene survey to be made In Arimaster of ceremonies.
zona have been launched.
0

considerable literary ability. These
tacts are evidenced, perhaps for the
first time publicly, by the following
bulletin received here:
"Sequoia National Park,
"Office of Superintendent.
Slant Forest, Cal.
"Since the lamentable accident that
happened to Thaddeus Brown of Lemoore, Cal., on August 28, it has been
necessary to take additional precautions for the safety of those visiting
the Crystal Cave In the Sequoia National park.
.
"Brown, It will be. recollected, Is a
stout gentleman, who was stuck for
three duys In Hell's Crack, about half

'

d

u

Brown of Lemoore Is a man of considerable weight In the community, and
John R. White, superintendent of the
Sequoia National park, Is an official
of

Indi-callo-

-

Superintendent Takes
Measurements of Visitors to
Every Twelve Years Since SpanCrystal Cave.
ish Invasion Body of MurLos
Angeles,
Thaddeus
Cal.
dered Priest Appears.

CASE ENDS WITH CONVICTION OF
IDAHO WOMAN FOR MURDER
IN SECOND DEGREE.

and Arizona
I'nlun

ABOUT TO STIR

Park

New Mexico
iWtKtem Xewspaixr

OLDEST GHOST

IN "HELL'S CRACK"

FOUND GUILTY

From All Over

to be a money maker for the farmers
of Mesilla valley. In New Mexico, and
it Is estimated that in 1922 the acreGENERAL
age will be increased In all parts of
The Supreme Court ordered Ihe
of the Wisconsin rate case Dona Ann county. According to a report of the farm bureau over 225 acres
Dec. 5. This case involves constitutionality of the transportation act of will be planted next spring which will
mean the largest crop ever grown In
1920.
valley.
the
papers
denying
filed
Dempsey
Jack
'
U. S. P. II. S. Hospital No. 50,
That
Athe allegations In a complaint of
lbert Slegel which has not yet been at Fort Whipple, Ariz., Is destined to
Slegel Is the husband of Bee become Ihe greatest center In the West
filed.
Palmer, a dancer. Dempsey Is said to for the treatment of tuberculosis, nnd
I hut by .Ian. 1 It will have reached its
have been served In Minnesota with a l,tHMi-becapacity, were among the
complaint in a suit for alienation.
interesting and encouraging facts cited
Although blind since he was 10 years
by Surgeon General H. C. Cuiuining at
old, Albert Bnrnhnrd has been awarda reception tendered In his honor nt
Blooni-Ingtoed the degree of eagle scout by
the Yavapai Club at Prescott.
Normal Council Boy Scouts of
An unemployment survey of the state
satisfactorily passing the
America,
Is being made by Governor Campbell
necessary
to
twenty-on- e
severe tests
is sold to be the first of Arizona, who has written to the

.

e

Southwest News

y

The bulk of the nation's stockyards
are now under the control of the federal government. Secretary of Agriculture Wallace announced the names
stockyards In Various parts
of sixty-siof the country that have been determined as coming within his Jurisdiction under the recently enacted packers nnd stockyards act. The owners
have been formally notified and formal notices were posted in each of the
yards Nov. 1.
Decision of many West Virginia
mine operators to refuse next spring
into wage contracts with
to
their employes' unions wns announced
to the Senate committee investigating
conditions In the West Virginia fields.
The statement was made by E. M.
Merreil, a Charleston operutor, who
Bald that "a concerted move" was under way to fight the closed union shop
when the time for renewal of wage
contracts arrived April 1.
Members of the clergy, the great
majority of them with wur experience
and graduales of army chaplain schools
at home or in Frunce, are well represented In tli officers' corps of the
army. About 600 commissions as
army chaplains have been Issued.
s
They Include five majors, sixty
nnd the remainder first lieutenants. By denominations the distribution Is as follows: Roman Catholic,
105; Methodist, 115; Baptist, 01 ; Pros
liyteiian, 71; Episcopal, 54; Disciples
vof Christ, 31 ; Congregational, 23, nnd
Country Club. New York.
other sects, 12.
x

FAT MAN STICKS

MRS. SOUTHARD

one Final Pull Brought Him Through
a mile from the cave entrance, deep
In the- - bowels of the earth.
An attempt was made by park rangers to
pull him through the hole, but his cries
were so terrifying as the sharp
scarified the skin of his lower
rescuers were
waist that his would-b- e
forced to desist.
"The superintendent was notified of
Brown's condition, and personally visited the cave. After thorough examIt
ination it was determined that
would either be necessary to blast him
out with T. N. T. or starve him until
bis. waist measurement was reduced
sufficiently , to enable
his passage
through Hell's Crack.
"Despite the indignation of other
visitors, who were barred from the
beauties of Organ Loft, the Frozen
Cascade, the Marble Chamber, etc., by
the rear portion of Brown, It was
thought better not to blast him out,
as undoubtedly some Injury would result to the delicate formation of the
stal-actlt-

cave.
"By the end of the third day his
waist measurement was reduced 14V4
Inches, and one final pull by two park

rangers brought him through the hole
minus his pants and some skin.
"All prospective visitors to the Crystal Cave are now measured at the Administration building at Giant Forest,
and those whose waist measurements
are over 82 Inches are debarred from
the crystalline marvels of America's
most beautiful cavern."

His Body Was Discovered.

priest had been dead but a few days,
CATCHES DOG MILKING COW and the wound In his back was clotted with fresh blood. There seemed
to do but to bury him
Farmer Finds Pail Short, and1 a Little to be nothing
again. - This they did and were careDetective Work Discloses the
ful to press the earth down very
Culprit.
firmly.

Huntington, L. I. When your cow
suddenly falls lu giving you the usual
pall of milk in the morning, it is time
to look around for the cause. This is
just what happened with a .Huntington man recently.
His cow was a good producer, but
one morning when he went out he
found that for some reason the supply
The evewas not as good as usual.
ning's milking showed the usual returns, but tlie following morning he
wns again short.
Not being satisfied that "all was well
in Denmurk," he appeared on the
scene considerably earlier the following morning, and found his own dog,
standing under the cow, enjoying a
feast. Needless to say, the dog was
fastened at night thereafter.

,

!;

Neighbor Signalled Word
of Tragedy to Engineer.
Edith Tembleton, fourteen
years old, of Mlddletown, N. Y.,
was struck by a railroad express
train, thrown on the pilot and
carried a quarter of a mile be- fore the engineer learned of the
A neighbor of the girl
accident.
saw her on the pilot of the en- glue and signaled to the engineer
with his raincoat, causing him
to stop the train. The girl died
from her Injuries.

!;

Thief Takes Money From Orphanage.
Adrian, Mich. A thief entered the
Eastern Star orphanage here and stole
$81 belonging to the orphans' fund
and $17, the Individual property of
the orphans.

It was no use. The crack reappeared and widened and at the end
of another 12 years they found him
lying there again. And as before the
body showed no sign of decomposition.
Ghost Appeared.
This went on every 12 years until
1012.
Then when, according to hnblt,
the ghost appeared, the old men culled
a council. The governor was sent for,
as well as the priest of the parish and
the archbishop of Santa Fe and a visiting cardinal from Home. They all
came and a paper was signed to the
effect that they had seen, the body.
Again It was burled, but this time In
a heavy onk casket, and over the
grave, and even over the whole floor
of the church, was laid and nailed a
heavy plnnk floor.
Plank floors are not common in little adobe churches In this region, and
this Is the explanation of the most
truthful man in Isleta. But now,
plainly visible, there is a bulge In the
planking the size of a man's body
and the nails In the floor protrude I
Apparently the ghost Is trying to
come agnln to Isleta, and the townspeople are looking forward apprehen
slvely to 1924.
Release Wounded Eagle.
Huntington, Pa. An eagle, wounded seven weeks ago near here, has just
been released from the highest peak
of the Allegheny mountains. The
cost of Its food was the reason for
giving it ' its liberty, the bird eating
three pounds of beefsteak dally.
The bird, since It was hurt, has
been kept In a cage and cared for by
game wardens. The eagle was wounded by a farmer who was "tired of seeing It hanging around his farm."

TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.
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(tanrleM Vy StitMt;,
through her hair, and she crumpled at
Dale's knees, totally unconscious.
Dale gave a hoarse cry and fathered
her limp figure Into his arms. John
Moreland waved aloft the white hand
kerchief and bellowed to his kinsmen
to stop firing. Then silence came.
"Come over here, Ben Littleford 1"
shouted John Moreland.
"Ye've shot
yore own gyrul I"
And to his brother Abner, whose
right forearm was wrapped In a blood
stained blue bandana:
"Black Adam Is hid som'eres In this
meadow; go and ketch him, and don't
take no chanst with him. Shoot him
like a dawg ef he tries to trick ye!"
A dozen men ran to look for the
would-b- e
sniper. The Llttlefords, still
armed, came dashing across the river.
Ben Littleford threw down his rifle
and knelt beside his daughter; he
wrung his big hands and cursed the
day that had seen him born.
Dale held her close. Ills face was
as white as hers, and his eyes were
flaming. .
"Why don't you shoot all your wom
enfolk?" he said to the Littleford
chief, and every word cut like a knife.
"It's by far the simplest way ; It's mer
ciful, y'know. See, she Isn't breaking
her heart over your murderous fighting now. No, keep your hands away
you're not fit to touch her!"
They brought water and wet the
young woman's face, and bathed the
red streak across her temples. They
BUI

BABE 18 8HOT.
Synopsis. Young Carlyle Wilbur-to- n
Dal, or "Bill Dala," a he
elects to ba known, aon of a wealthy
coal operator, John K. Dala,
at tha Halfway Switch, In
astern Tanneaaee, abandoning- - a
' Ufa of idle case and Incidentally a
bride, Patricia Claverlnr, at the altardetermined to make hla own
way In Ufe. He meeta "Babe"
typical mountaineer e"1rl.
"By" Heck, a character of the
hllla, takes htm to John
's
home. Moreland Is chief of
his "clan," which has an old feud
with the Littlefords. He tells Dal
f the killing- of his borther, David
Moreland, years aro, owner of rich
coal deposita, by a man named
Carlyle. Moreland's description of
"Carlyle" causes Dale to believe
the man was his father. Dale arranges to make his home with the
Moreland family. Talking with
''Babe" Littleford next day, Dale
Is ordered by "Black Adam" Ball,
bully of the district, to leave "his
girl" alone. Dale replies spiritedly,
and they fight Dale whlpa the
bully, though badly used up. He
arranges with John Moreland to
develop David's coal deposits. Ban
Littleford sends a challenge to John
Moreland to meet him with hie followers next day. In battle. More-lan- d
agrees. During the night all
the guns belonging to the Little-ford- s
and the Morelands mysteriously disappear. Dale arranges to
go to Cincinnati to secure money
for the mining of the coal. The
two clans find their weapons, which
the women had hidden, and line up
for battle. A Littleford fires the
first shot.
ar-rlv-

that he had spoken

so bitterly to him.
They reached the Halfway switch
ten minutes before the arrival of the
fast mail. A short passenger train
was on the long siding, waiting for the
south bound to pass. Dale gave his
end of the litter to Caleb Moreland,
and strode up to the locomotive. The
engineer sat quietly smoking in bis
cab

a stone, with his empty rifle between
his knees, and watched his old enemy
queerly.
It seemed a long time before Braemer came to them and told them smilingly that it was all over and that the
girl was then coming from under the
effects of the ether. She would be all
right soon, he was reasonably certain.
No, they'd better not see her Just then.
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feet, and you can go to sleep at the
table. Don't fail us. Pat wants to
thank you for 'casting her aside' at
the altar."
Dale laughed boyishly.
McLaurln
went on:
"There's more news. Your father
has been trying hard to find you. He
sent a man to Atlanta to look for you.
He told me he d give me a house and
lot If I'd find you and if there was a
little more of the highway robber in
me, I'd call his hand !'
"And mother have you seen her?"
Dale muttered
"I've seen her twice since the near--

(WMttre Nmptsw Vain Nnrt ItnM.

Grain.
Receipt in all positions have fallen
off and country loadings are le
lib
eral. Several MlnneaDolls milla runort- hut down on account of slow flour

Iát

?,'m"íi

Chicago cash market: No. red winter
wheat, $1.14; No. 2 hard winter wheat,
tl.04; No. 2 mixed corn. 48c; Ho. 2 yel
low corn, 4ic: Mo. 1 while oats. I04te.
For the week Chicago Deoember wheat
down
closing at $1.02
Chicago
corn down lfcc, at
uicemmr
Closing prices: Minneapolis December
wheat, I1.15H: Kansas City December
wheat, 85c; Winnipeg Deoember wheat,
$1.02. Average orles to farmers in
central Iowa for No. 2 mixed corn
around 32c; to farmers in oentral North
Dakota fur No. 1 dark northern wheat.
$1.024; to farmers in central Kansas

4e,

4.

Dale wanted the fast mall stopped. But perhups they could see her at
some time during the afternoon of the
and gave his reasons.
The engineer, smoked and consld following day.
for No. 2 hard winter wheat 10c.
ered. It was against rules. Dale
Dale escorted bis two companions
Fruits and Vegetables.
swore at rules. The engineer said he to a modest hotel and then put them
Potato supplies heavy. New York
would see the conductor. He did, and in a room that had but one bed; by
market slightly lower. Chicago held
steady, other city markets slow and
the conductor stepped to the ground thus throwing them together in a wedding.
weak. Sacked northern round whites
strange land, he hoped to do someand began to consider.
"Did she have anything to say about steady
in Chicago,
$1.7091.80 per 100
"Better put her on my train," he thing toward making them friends. me? Tell me the whole truth, Bobby, iba.; $2. 002.15 in atother
cities; $1.36
1.6
at shipping points.
New York
said finally, "and take her to Barton's Then Dale went to another room, un- 1 can take It, old man. I'm big enough.
round
held
$1.85 per 100 lbs.
whites
at
station. There's a good doctor at Bar- dressed and went to bed.
McLaurln frowned. "Since you've at shipping points; weakened in city
ton's "
markets at $2.00fi2.16. Maine sacked
It may be noted, parenthetically as asked me, BUI, your mother 1 over- Green
Mountains down 10c in Boston,
"But this Is a case for a surgeon!" lc were, that John Moreland and Ben heard her telling your father that she at
$1. 9002. 00; bulk, stock off 15c at
Impatiently interrupted Bill Dale.
quickly
Littleford
reached a wordless would never forgive you for the 'ut snipping: points, at $1.41.
They disagreed. The old trainman agreement not to sleep together they terly shameless, disgraceful scene' you
Dairy Products.
Butter markets unsettled. Closing
wag a close friend of the doctor at divided the pillows and linens evenly, made in church."
prices, 93 score:
New York,
Barton's station. What was the dif- tore the odd coverlet exactly In half,
Philadelphia. 48c; Boston. 46Hc: 46c;
Chi
I see," said Dale. He brightened cago,
44 tic.
ference between a doctor and a sur and slept on the floor.
and went on, "As soon as I can get my
Live Stock and Meats.
geon, anyway?
When Dale went down to the lobby two friends down to the dining room.
Chicago hoe: Drices advanced fie to
Dale became angry.
the following morning an alert-eye- d
Bobby, you're going with me to father, 20c per 100 lbs. during the week, while
"You'll stop the fast mail for us.' young fellow sprang from a chair and We're going to claim that house and sheep and cattle prices generally declined.
Beef steers lost 25c to 65ci
he snapped, "or we'll take your d d hastened up to him.
lot for you.
butcher cows and heifers down 25c to
red flag and hold her up long enough
"By George, Bobby!" Dale ex86c.
Feeder steers practically un"For Patricia's sake, I've a thunderFat lambs and yearling
to put the girl aboard, and you've got claimed, as they began to shake hands. ing big notion to take you up," laughed changed.
generally
steady: feedintr lambs and
only half a second to decide which!" "How did you know I was here, any- McLaurln. "Your dad would never fat ewes generally
25c lower. Chicago
prices:
Hogs, top, $8; bulk of sales.
The conductor was obdurate. The way? Your boasted nose for news, miss It."
& 7.80:
17.36
medium
and good beef
mountain men were too
to eh?"
"That's It take me up for Pat's steers, I5.8511.2B; butcher cows and
heifers,
bear with him longer. The positions
Guilty," smiled McLaurln. "I got sake," said Dale, rising.
"You'd be B 7.13; $3.509.50; feeder steers, 15.00
light and medium weight veal
of a dozen rifles underwent a sudden word last night that a mountain girl foolish If you didn't. You should be calven.
$.2511.76; fat lambs. $8.00
change. The conductor Immediately had been brought to Braemer's, acci- willing to do anything, almost, for Pat 9.25: feeding
lambs. I6.7548.00: year
lings, $5.50&7.75; fat ewes, $3.00& 5.25.
went pale and mentioned the law
dentally shot, and I smelled a feud ; so She's a Jewel, Bobby."
Eastern
wholesale
fresh meat prices
but he agreed to stop the southbound. I hurried over to get the story. You
CHAPTER V Continued.
Half an hour later they caught a presented more or less irregularity of
movements
during
week.
the
Lamb
As he ordered his flagman up the bad Just left, and Braemer's didn't passing car that soon carried them to
5
ranged from steady to $1 higher, while
tracks, the sound of the fast train's know much about it. It was too soon a palace of granite and stone and mutton
Then came a puff of white smoke
was all the way from $1 lower
to $1 higher per 100 lbs. Pork loins
whistle came to their ears.
and a report from one of the More- after the operation, they said, for her cream-colore- d
brick the home of the were
$1 to $4 lower, while veal was
land rifles, then shots from both sides
The flier came to a screeching halt to see me; tnen one or the nurses old coal king, John K. Dale,
1 to $2 lower.
Beef was practically
sparks
you
me
whispered
to
streaming
with
and the battle was on. Dale heard
from Its wheels.
had brought
that
At the wide front gateway young steady. Nov. 2 prices, good grade
$14Si16:
meats:
Beef.
veal. Í16ÍÍ20:
1
BUI Dale and John Moreland passed her, and said that would find you here. Dale drew back.
the nasty whine of a bullet In full
lamb, $17(619: mutton. $9gl3; light
flight; he heard the coarse "zzz" of a
the litter and its burden into the bag- So here I am, BUI, and I want the
"Bring father out here," he said In pork loins, $20 25; heavy loins, $16
half-spegage car and followed it hastily, and story. I'll phone it in, and then I'll a low voice. "From what you told me,
ricochet. He knew that he
Hay.
was in some danger now, and he was
Ben Littleford climbed In after them. give you some news."
I guess mother wouldn't want me to
Market generally dull. Some accu
story
The
surprised to find that he was not
John Moreland leaned out of the doormustn't be published, come in. But you can find out about mulation in central western markets,
principally at Kansas City. Light re
way and ordered his son Luke to pass Bobby," Dale replied. "For one rea that"
frightened.
ceipts at Chicago causing firm quota
him his rifle, and Luke obeyed son, there is a feud; and if the law
When he halted again it was on his
He hoped his mother would want to tions. Kastern and southern markets
quiet.
Stocks in .number of markets
knew, It might take a hand you see, see htm. While she had never seemed
promptly.
knees behind the big white sycamore
heavy,
to
buying in expecThere was a shriek from the whistle, I think there is a better way to take to care for him as other mothers cared tation ofduestrike.recent
that sheltered John Moreland.
Quoted. Nov. 2: No. 1
timothy,
Philadelphia,
$23; Pittsburgh.
and the brakes were released; the care of that feud. And I am of the for their boys ; while she hadn't been
"Back, are ye?" frowned the moun
$21; Cincinnati.
$18.50: Chicago. $22:
train began to gather momentum.
taineer. And with the grimmest huA opinion that the girl wouldn't like the quite so dear to him as she might have Minneapolis. $18: Atlanta, $27.50. No. 1
baggageman approached John More-lan- d publicity. Suppose you forget all been
mor, "1 reckon ye had a tine, large
alfalfa, Kansas City, $19; Memphis,
No. 1 prairie. Kansas City. $12:
and asked why the rifle. More-lan- d about it, Bobby.
time in Cinclnnaty. Yore friend Har
"And If she wents to see me, Bobby, $27.60.
Minneapolis, $15; Chicago, $18.
If McLaurin was disappointed, he let me know."
half closed one keen grey eye
ris was well, 1 hope. (Jit that money
Cotton.
Spot cotton prices declined about 41
and patted the walnut stock of his kept: It well to himself.
from him?'
McLaurin smiled a somewhat wor- points
during
week, closing around
the
J. noy said she was handsome, a ried smile, and went up to the front
repeater.
"Cut that out." said Bill Dale. "It
18.43c per pound.
New York Decem
"Oh, 1 Jest brought It along to see sort of primitive Venus," he winked. door. A moment later he was shown ber futures down 15 points, at 18.62c.
doesn't get us anywhere '
Is
everybody
a
A bullet threw particles of sycamore
a
there
has
straight
romance
connected, BUI?" In. Yet another moment, and John K.
'at
deal," he
DENVER LIVE STOCK.
"Not yet," smiled Dale.
drawled "go on about yore business,
bark to his face, interrupting. John
Dale, his florid face beaming with
Cattle.
"But soon?"
mister."
Moreland pointed to a green furrow In
gladness, hastened out to the gateway.
With a comparatively small supply of
"Who can tell?" Dale shrugged a Young Dale was Instantly touched by stock on hand, including nothing that
The baggageman went about his
the side of the tree.
particularly attracted buyers, trading
little. "Tell me the news."
business.
"Ben Littleford hlsself," said More- his father's new attitude toward him; on
the cattle market was of a slow and
"All right." McLaurln drew his then he remembered the long night of draggy
The conductor of the fast train was
land. "He's ahlnd o' that water oak
trend with a weakened undervery unlike the conductor of the north- friend toward a pair of empty chairs. David Moreland's people, and he stif- tone apparent. Most dealers were reacrost thar. .Don't stick yore head
porting
exchange of stock at steady
an
When he had learned somebound.
"I married Patricia Wavering the day fened a little and drew back a pace.
out!"
figures, but the movement was slow
thing of the circumstances, he insinu- before yesterday. We "
some
showed a slight disand
sales
The' mountaineer turned bis gaze
stay,
come
to
home
"You've
haven't
count from the level of the two pre
"Bully! Go on."
ated that Dale bad done exactly the
over Dale's shoulder, and his counte
you, Carlyle?" said the older man, and ceding
days.
right thing.. He would see whether
"We were married in an automobile, his voice was tilled with pleading.
nance seemed to freeze. Dale looked
Hogs.
there was a doctor aboard.
with her father and 'poor dear Harry' "What you did Is all right ; we'll never
All buyers seemed to be wanting
around quickly and saw Babe Little
Up the White Flag, John More- 'Hold
hogs,
ranking a little betquality
with
Within five more minutes he re- chasing us like wildnre in another car. mention It again. You'll stay, won't
ford, less than ten feet behind him!
ter than of late. Top was $8.25. which
land Hurry!"
turned In company with an elderly Yesterday we went to housekeeping in you, Carlyle, my boy?"
She had crept up through the tall
paid
by
packers for three loads of
was
hogs. Bulk ranged from $6.75
grasses and weeds.. In one hand she did all they knew how to do to bring man wearing a pointed beard and nose a cute little suburban bungalow, furni"No," answered the son, a trifle cold- cholee
$8.00, and a few sales were made
to
glasses.
ture on the Installment plan. Her ly in spite of himself. "I've spent all between the latter figure and the top.
carried a while flag made of a man's her back to consciousness, but, except
Heavy throwout hogs are quoted at
"Doctor McKenzle," he said politehandkerchief and a willow switch. She for her beating pulse and her breath
the idle, useless years I'll ever spend. $5.60
to $5.75, with more desirable kinds
"
halted and sat up.
I'm getting ready to develop the coal ranging between $6.25 and
lng, she remained as one dead. Hours ly ; "Mr.
$6.50.
"Dale."
!."
. "Babe
In David Moreland's mountain."
Dale cried out. "What are passed, leaden hours, and her condi
Sheen.
being
The
nodded,
two
you doing here?"
held here
The remainder were
and the physician
"David Moreland's mountain!"
tion was unchanged.
awaiting transfer to feed lots in other
Babe gave him a pale smile. "Kf
The retired coal magnate breathed parts
Dale beckoned to John Moreland, knelt beside the litter, which had been
of the country. Pcmand did not
pap'd shoot me,
I was a who had Just returned from having placed with Its ends on boxes to allow
the three words In a husky tone. He seem as good as it has been for some
and buyers were making their
Moreland, mebbe It'd stop the ever- - seen Adam Ball caught, disarmed, and the center to swing free. He made as
put forth a hand and rested It against time,
Trading
bids in a desultory fashion.
lastln' flghtln'." she said.
one of the huge stone gateposts, as reached the lowest ebb that it has seen
Imprisoned in an old tobacco barn. thorough an examination as was posA
move
was to
bearish
some
in
time.
John Moreland stared, and Bill Dale Moreland hastened to Dale, the new sible under the conditions, then arose
though to steady himself, and some of
be noted in the bids of buyers, but in
and stood looking down upon the
stared. They were In a Presence, and master.
the color went from his face.
spite of the conditions salesmen were
young woman- - with something like adreceiving steady prices for their stock.
they knew It. ' Babe went on
You say David Moreland's moun
"When does the next south-bounThe small supply aided them mate
"I've come to save all o' yore lives; train pass the Halfway switch?" Dale miration in his sober, .professional
tain, Cnriyle?" Jerkily.
rially.
eyes.
"Yes."
but'ef I do it, ye'll haf to make yore wanted to know.
Country buyers were nearly as nu
Perfect physique," he sold as
men quit
and
right now Jest or
"And you you learned aoout David merous In the alleys as previously,
Moreland looked toward the sun.
inquiry
for feeder stork was fair, but
der 'era to stop
Moreland?"
and hold
"We could make it, all right, but it's though to himself. . . . "She will
buyers were unwilling to pay betIhe
have to undergo an operation," he told
up this here and 1 promise ye on a a fast train, and it
Bill Dale folded his arms ter than steady prices, and it took a
"Yes."
don't never stop at Dule.
time for the traders to aeree on
"The bone there Is broken In
LIttleford's word 'at pap'Il call ye a the switch."
and stood there looking nt his father little
the basis of exchnnire. Throe cars of
better man 'an him 'cause ye done
with eyes that accused.
good feeders with a fat end sold at
Then we'll hold it up," declared the slightly, making a compression; she
$7.80. and good grades were being
"You know who killed him?" old quoted
new master In a voice of Iron. "This will doubtless be unconscious until the
at $7.25 to $7.50. A load of
pressure
Is
relieved.
But
fine
she
has
muttered.
Dale
She tossed the white flag to him, is a case for a surgeon. Get a blanket
yearling wethers weighing ninety-nin- e
quick
a
recovpounds
chances
for
a
and
was
sold
a
entire
for Si. 2.) early In llie day.
shame
do,
black
"1
and
it
"The' ala't no time to lose, John More- - and two poles and make a litter."
nnn some
wethers S"li f.ii
ery, with a good surgeon on the Job.
shame."
land; hold up the flag! Kf ye don't,
John Moreland hastened away obe
$5.00.
"Yes, it was a shame. Nobody knows
ye'll every one be killed, 'cause ye're diently. Dale turned to Ben Little- so there's not much ground for worry."
M ETA li MA It KET.
that half so well as I know It," said
every one in a trap !"
ford, who sat In a motionless heap be- BenDale was glad. They were ail glad.
Littleford laughed nervously in
John K. Dale. His mouth quivered.
'1 tlont believe ye, Babel" snapped side the still figure of his daughter.
his sudden Joy. He went down to his
Colorado settlement prices:
He looked downward, looked up again.
the Moreland chief. "Yore people can
"It was only a few hours ago," he
silver (American) .$
"Son, you can never say or think worse Par
.70
hold up a white rag Jest as well as said accusingly, "that this poor girl knees beside his daughter, took up
Par
silver (foreign)
one of her limp hands and stroked it
12'4j
.13
me than 1 have said and Copper
things
ubout
we can 1"
told me she'd be glad to give her life in a way
4.70
Lead
that was pitiful.
thought ubout myself because of Zinc
4.6
Babe went paler. There was a sud to stop your fighting, and now, perthat."
den burst of tiring from the Moreland haps, she's done it! You're a brute, to When he arose he spoke cordially
Moreland. But Morel mid didn't re
Dale the younger glanced toward
rllles, and she crept a little nearer to Littleford. I like to fight, myself, but
PHICES.i
II AY AND GHAI
ply. He still looked upon his old en
the house. Robert McLaurin was comJohn Moreland In order that he might not when it costs women anvthlnc.
emy
contempt.
with
Ahe veranda steps.
slowly
ing
down
near piainiy mat wmcn she bad to tell
The conscience-strickehlllman
Mrs. Dale was nowhere In sight. She Coin, No. 3 yellow, per cwt. ..;...$ .93
Doctor McKenzle was leaving the
him next.
,
gave no sign that he had heard. There
per cwt
.90
didn't want to see her son; she didn't Corn, No.No.3 1.mixea,
town
next
of Importance,
at
train
the
per bushel,..,
.OH
"I'm
to tell ye o' this dan- was silence save for the low murmur
Wheat.
Dale
BUI
house.
him
want
In
even
would
wire Doctor Braemer to
the
he
1.10
Oats, per
ger," she suld, "and trust to you
of the river and the tragic song of a and
per
cwt
.85
Bailey,
read it ail In his friend's downcast
man enough to do what 1 axed ye to. bird somewhere In the branches of meet them with an ambulance, if Dule
countenance, and it was somehow a
wished.
Black Adam Ball, he's got a
Physique,"
He
"Perfect
as
Said,
the big white sycamore.
liny.
great disappointment.
"If you please," said Dale.
rifle and smokeless ca'trtdges
Though to Himself.
$IB.ri0
Timothy, No. 1. ton...
going
They reached the city shortly before
money
you're
If
"You'll need
15 00
Timothy, No. 3, ton
and steel bullets; and In a few minCHAPTER VI.
No. 1. ton
16.00
midnight, and were promptly met by people won't even look at us, Bill I to develop that coal property," Dale South Pa'-kutes he'll be hid In a clum o' sassafras
2. ton
No.
14.00
Park.
South
surgeon. Braemer took charge of But do we care? BUI Dale, 1 ask you, the elder was saying. "You haven't
the
1,
No.
ton
11.50
Second bottom.
back thar In yore meadow, whar he
Back Home.
the patient, put her Into his ambu old dear, do I seem to be worrying? any money, and those mountain folk Second bottom. No. 2, ton
1000
means to set and pick on" you
12.00
Every mother's son of the feudist
any. I'll give you all that's Alfalfa, ton
lance
and
hurried
her
to
I'm so happy I'm afraid someprivate
Honest,
his
haven't
.00
tun
lands one by one and you and BUI was numbered In the party that filed hospital. Bill Dale
Straw,
and the two clan thing Is going to huppen to me. I'm needed. I'll send you mining machinDale fust, 'count o' the beatln's you across David Moreland's mountain to chiefs followed In an
"
automobile. The to have a lift In salary soon, and we ery, and expert mining men ; I'll
two put on him ! But pap had nothln' intercept the next south-boun- d
Seventy-eigh- t
Shots Fired in Duel.
hlllmen had never before seeu an au won't be long In paying for the furnito do with It, and rlckollect that! Now The old enmity was for the time train.
being tomobile; but they asked no questions ture; and when that's done, we'll buy
Rome. Count Pletro Rusrnnl and
I've saved- all o' yore Uves, .'cause ye forgotten.
Members
of one clan about it, and the only word of com- the bungalow.
city,
Lieutenant Atolwll, both of
She turned her face the othcouldn't ha' heerd the sound o' his rifle rubbed elbows with members of the ment was this, from John
I'm Informing you now, old
Moreland:
"And
Is beengaged
In
lonesome,
duel
a
way.
recently
so
waa
"I
er
that
In all o' this noise; and ye couldn't other clan, and thought nothing
of It
"1 don't like the smell."
savage," he continued, "that you're
Bill Dale."
lieved to have set the record for small
ba' seed the smoke o' his gun, 'cause John Moreland himself carried one
Everything had been made reudy for having dinner with us this evening.
gun practice.
The hostilities continIt don't make no smoke. Hold up the end of the crude litter that held the the operation, and Babe received surYou'll find it pleasant. We do as we
ued until they had exchanged seventy-eigh- t
White flag, John Moreland hurry 1"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
limp form of Babe Littleford; Bill gical aid without delay.
you
see.
you
you
may
like,
please,
If
rounds, neither one having sufBabe thoughtlessly arose to her feet, Dale carried the other end.
The two mountaineers and Dale stir your coffee with your finger, eat
fered serious damage. At Inst llielt
and one side of her brown head apClose behind the litter walked Babe's waited in another room. Dale had InInternational Literature.
with your knife, reach clean across the
surgeons In attendpeared before the sights of her father's father, seeming old and broken with duced John Moreland to un'.oad bis table, and pick your teeth with your
Literature tends more and more to seconds and the
.
rifle her father tired quickly, too remorse for the thing he had done. rifle, both chamber and magazine. fork. You can eat with your hat on, become a vast commonwealth, with no ance Interfered and stopped the
men before retiring, detwo
fjulckly for a perfect aim the bullet The grief of Ben Littleford was touch- Babe's father paced the floor anxious- and you may have your
The
nationality.
Jame
Unes
of
dessert first. dividing
ftvrnpH it. vBT .croes iter temple and ing now, and Dale was a little sorry ly now
clared themselves reconciled.
and then. Moreland sat Uke You can have an extra chair for your Russell Lowell
d,
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TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.

Watch Your Daughter
A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN IS
ALWAYS A WELL WOMAN
Dixon, Nebr. "For the young gifl
developing into womanhood there i
nothing better than Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription as a fonip and builder.
was sadly In
t that time of niy-lifneed of something to strengthen and
build me up and found just the tonio
I needed in 'Favorite Prescription.' I
would advise its use by all young girls at
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and all kinds of hair
goods. Asking for will brinn: answer.
Charlea Hair Store, 410 lKth St.. Denver.
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I'l.OWICIIS FOll
AM. OCCASIONS.
I'aik Floral Co.. 1643 Uroadway.
DIAMONDS ANII WATCHES.
N
JKWKL.lt Y CO.
Mfs. and nepairins:. All orders promptly
attended to. Eat. 1879. loth & Champa
Pl.EATINCr- - AND BUTTONS.
THK NKW YOItK PLEATING CO.

For ItMl plentlnit, hemstitching, coeered buttnna and button holes.
Write for catalog.
1923 Stout. Denier, Colo.

INFORMATION DEPARTMENT

Safety First!
Mr. Rusher was called to the telephone.
"I say," asked a feminine voice,
"are you going down our street this
morning In your motor cur?"
"No," replied the astonished man.
"But why do you ask?"
"Oh, that's all right I" came In relieved tones over the wire, "I only
wanted to know If it would be safe
to send my little girl round the corner
for a spool of thread."

'

KTerrthliif In arinr kimhIs mk1 ramp equipment.
Free catalug from nearest atoro.
163T Arapahoe 8t Demer, Colo. Union Are.. Pueulo. Colo.
1D17 Capitol
Cheyenne, Wyo.
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Interesting
ADVANCE

Commercial Inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Five Killed in Riot.

Jerusalem. Five persons were killed
and thirteen others were wounded In
disorders here, which included the.
throwing of a bomb. The trouble, the
police report, originated in an attempted attack by Arub iloters on the Jewish quarters. Of the killed, four were
,
The Waggish Host.
"Who do you s'spose that queer Jews and one nn Aral). There were a
looking feller was?" asked old Klley few cases of knifing and shots were
Rezzldew, who was lounging In the exchnnged between the factions. The
police frustrated un Arab attack.
lobby of the Petunia tavern.
"A moving " picture actor, I guess
likely," replied the landlord. '"Ten-ny-ratU. 8. to Get Beer' Revenue.
when he signed his name he
Washington.
The government will
registered disgust." Kansas City Star.
receive 40 cents in taxes on each case
purposes
of beer sold
under the new treasury regulations, it
Uwns said by treasury officials. Under
existing revenue laws, officials ex' From Lot Angele, California,
plained, the tax on beer containing
following
the
t
f
more than
of 1 per cent of
Gentlemen:
galalcohol Is $6 a barrel of thirty-on- e
Just a word of sincero commend
lons and the tax on smaller amounts
tion of the aristocrat of tobaccos
In proportion.
Edgeworth. I am a confirmed lover of
the pipe and can safely say that before
I found complete enjoyment and satis
Wants 100 Women Police.
faction, I tried nearly every known
Pittsburgh,
Pa Tensnrd De Wolf,
brand of. tobacco In reality there are
not sufficient words of praise to convey magistrate in Morals Court here, anthe absolute sense of perfect pipe
nounced that he would appear before
bliss that Edgewprth gives.
Mayor E. V. Babcock and the city
going
to sketch a little occurI am
rence. The scene is laid in the village
council and nsk that 100 women be
of Sauvage, Magny, France.
Battery D of the. 60th C. A. C. had appointed special police officers to visjust returned from a two months' stay it restaurants, hotels, cabarets and
on the firing lines St. Mihiel and the like places and "warn young girls of
e.
Billeted in two barns the pitfalls" of the city's night life.
half filled with straw and with the The women would not have the power
mess kitchen in the space in front of
one of the barns, the men, having been of arrest.
deprived of every luxury and little
personal comfort while at the front,
Births Exceed Deaths.
were menaing
Washington.
Births recorded in the
torn uniforms,
washing soiled
"Birth Registration area" durlug 1920
clothes, and in
totnled 1,508,874, the public health
general rehabiservice announced exceeding deaths by
litating themselves. During
672,720. The birth rate showed a rethe 2H months
lative increase of 7.0 per cent over
at the front we 1019. The registration area now inhad considered
states, comprising
cludes twenty-thre- e
ourselves fortu
nate in getting 58 per cent of the national population.
even a poor
grace of ciga$10,000,000 To Enforce Prohibition
rette tobacco to
Washington Congress will be asked
f.ll our pipes.
There were four
for $10,000,000 for the enforcement of
of us accustom
prohibition during the next fiscal year
ed to congregate In an old Frenchman's
an Increase of $2,500,000 over the aphouse every evening between mes3
fire
open
an
to propriation for the current year.
and taps, to sit before
smoke and talk of home. One evening
Liquor Yields $40,000 Weekly.
Ir came in with a radiant face, alVictoria, B, C Government sale of
so with a small package, a
liquor in British Columbia brings the
tin which he set on the table. And
there before our eyes was a vision province an average profit of $40,000
which caused our hearts to throb with
a week, J. O. MacLean, provincial secThere in that
retary, told the Legislature. He preÍoy. village
ss
was a can of
dicted that revenues the first year unEdgeworth. I need not deder the new law will total $3,000,000,
scribe the rest of the scene. Suffice it not
Including the sale of permits, from
to say that we had Christmas, New
which the government realized $121,-03- 4
Years, Fourth of July, and Decorathe first fifteen weeks.
tion Day .all in one that evening.
Here's pledging good fellowship in a
Two
Nuna Killed in Des Moines.
pipeful of Edgeworth.
Des Moines, la. Police are without
(Signed)
Cpl. Bttry. D. 60th C. A. C.
a clew as to the Identity of the driver
And here to you, sir! May you
of the automobile that ran down and
never again have to be billeted in
killed Sister Mary Rosallta and Sister
straw in order to value Edgeworth so Mary Virginia of St. Joseph's Acadhighly.
emy. A
boy was the only
And here's to those other
who value Edgeworth not at witness to the accident, and he told
the police he was so frightened that he
all. How can you value a
you haven't filled up the little old pipe did not notice the driver.
then-puff,
with, touched a light to. and
puff, puff decided just what you
Bandits Get Reglatered Mall.
think of it? Let us send you free
IiOS Angeles, Calif.
Three bandits
forms-Plug
samples of Edgeworth in both
held up and robbed the driver of a
Ready-Rubbed.
Slice and:
mall truck from postal substation C
Edgeworth Plug Slice comes in flat
at Fifth and Los Angeles street here
cakes, cut into thin, moist slices. One
and escaped with four pouches of mall,
slice rubbed between the hands fills
one of which was registered, after
the average pipe. Ready-Rubbhandcuffing the driver to a wheel o
comes jeady to be packed in your
Pldgeworth is sold in various sizes to his truck.
meet the requirements of a good many
Son of Mark Hanna Dead.
different customers. Both Edgeworth
Plug Slice and Edgeworth Ieady-RubbCleveland, Dan R. Hanna, publishare put in pocketrsize packer of the Cleveland News and Cleveages, in attractive tin humidors and
Sunday Leader, and one of Clevejars, and in various quantities in
land
flass
those sizes.
foremost business men, died of
land's
For the free samples, address La rus
heart failure at his home, The Croft,
& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Osslnlng, N. T., according to advices
Street, Richmond, Va.
It received here. A son of the late UnitTo Retail Tobacco Merchant
your jobber cannot supply you with
ed States Senator Marcus A. Hanna,
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Combe was born Dec. 26, 1806, In Cleveland
by
prepaid
you
pany will gladly send
and Is survived by his mother, of Chin
carton
parcel post a one-- or
cago, and Mrs. Harry A. Parsons of
or
Slice
Plug
of any size
Cleveland and by eight children.
Ready-Rubbe- d
for the same price you
would pay the jobber.
e,
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Billeted

one-hal-

a Tommy 'neath
Abbey's nave. France hath made her Triumph Arch
A Poilu's sacred graver
Now comes a Yank to Arlington
To join the nation's brave
Columbia's unknown oTdier son
To join the brave in Arlington
Wilh pomp of peace and show of war
And honor of a conqueror!
Three soldier dead, picked in the dark,
Unknown, unsung, without a mark
Genius or clod or knave,
We know their all they gave,
W"e know they died to save.
Im Theater. Abbey and Arc,
WUH this to- be by all men read:

Britain hath laid
Westminster

Meuse-Argonn-

"IN HONOR OF THE UNKNOWN DEADT
D. S.
HE Spirit of Armistice Day!
Who shall suy now what Is to be
the spirit of Armistice day?
Surely it Is too soon to say. The
World war is yet too close to us. The
World war Is not yet over. It will
not be over until the rawest of the
world's wounds are healed.
Only time can tell what is to be
the spirit of Armistice day.
That Armistice day is to be a new
American national holiday seems certain.
It will be neither a Washington's birthday nor a
Lincoln' Mrthda.v In memory of the Father and
of (he Savior of the United States of America.
It will not be a Memorial day In memory of
the heroic dead of our victorious wars.
It will not be a Fourth of July in memory of
the wtuuü'.g of our Independence.
It will not be a Thanksgiving day devoted to
the family reunion feast and thanksgiving to God
for His mercies and gifts.
nd yet Armistice day should be In a way
of all of these American national
holidays.
Kor when the World war ended In victory November 11, 10IS, America saved all that every
good American commemorates Id the observance
of thesft- national holidays.
Is. Armistice day destined to be not only an
tollday but the one great holiday of
all the world?
If the Washington conference on the limitation
of armaments brings about disarmament reason-flbl- e
and elTectlv disarmament the whole world,
victors and vanquished alike, may well celebrate
Armistice day.
If the Washington conference should make another great war Impossible and lead up to permapeace, all the nations of earth
nent, world-Milwill have to mark Armistice day as the one great
clay of all tfc military history of the world.
An Internationalism that does not destroy
has been the dream of the ages.
A 'Worid at peace, to stay at peace. . . .t
In this autumn of 1021, In which falls the third
nmilversary of Armistice day, "the outward and
visible sign of the inward and spiritual grace"
which animates the American breast Is tribute to
thé heroic soldier dead In the form of honors to
(he "Unknown Dead."
The world will not soon forget the pomp and
circumstance with which Great Britain on the
becond anniversary of Armistice day laid to rest
"A British Warrior" In Westminster Abbey,

if
-

e

;...- -

"carry on;"
The taffgrerln Briton cried.
Old the line hold?
Thin tomb aya
"YES!"
Nor will It moté be forgotten how Fiance hon

ored her heroic dead by making her Arc de
the burial place of "Un Soldat Francals"
from Verdun.
"They shall not pass!"
The desperate Frenchman cried.
Did the boche pass at Verdun?
This tomb aays
"NO!"
TH-omp-

This year America affirms her adherence to thlg
spirit of Armistice day.
The congress of the United States confers by
special acts Congressional Medals of Honor upon
the "British Warrior" and "Un Soldat Francals."
America places these highest decorations within
the gift of the American people upon the tomb In
Westminster Abbey and upon the tomb beneath
the Triumph Arch. President Harding sends Gen.
John J. Pershing, the head of her army, to make
the bestowal and he sends an American composite
battalion of picked men as an escort worthy of
the occasion.
And Arlington, America's national cemetery
where He historic dead, receives Its "Unknown
Yank."

"Let's

grol"

The casrer Yankee
Did the Yank goT
This tomb saya
"YES."

cried.

The vision of this
of this "Unknown Yank" will forever be cherished by the
Americun people.
The selection of Columbia's unknown soldier son
at Chalons, the bestowal of the Victoria Cross
and
decoration of the Legion of Honor, his
Journey to Hnvre under escort of an honor guard ;
home-comin-

g

te

the French memorial observance at the seaport.
Tfie cruiser Olympla's arrival at Washington
"after durk the night silent transfer to the capítol ; the lying In state m the rotunda of that most
impressive building In the world.
The funeral service In compliance with United
States army regulations: A battalion of field artillery, a squadron of cavalry, a combat regiment
of infantry, a battalion of marines and sailors, the
Marine band.
Honorary pallbearers: Eight general officers of
the army and four admirals of the navy.
Five warrant officers of the army and
three petty officers of the navy and of the marine
corps, chosen on their war record.
Official mourners:
Holders of the Medal of
Honor; one representative for each 10,000 of the
4,000,000 men who served In the 'armed forces, to
be nnmed by the states of the Union ; officers and
enlisted men from each arm of the service; a
member of the American Legion from each state
and territory .
The funeral procession passing along Pennsylvania avenue on its way from the capítol to the
Arlington Memorial amphitheater; the lining of
the entire route with Infantry from the regulars
and National Guard.
The reception at the Arlington Memorial am
Body-bearer-

phitheater by the President of the United States,
heading an assemblage of the great of the world
"official and private citizens as he may select;"
the funeral oration by the President ; funeral services by army and navy chaplains; Interment in
front of the entrance of the amphitheater at a
spot which overlooks the city of Washington, with
the capítol and Washington's monument and the
Lincoln memorial In the distance.
The moving strains of the funeral march; the
roll of the drums ; the measured cadence of marching feet; the blowing of "Taps" by the buglers;
the volley by the firing sqund.
t
throughout the nation.
The Flag at
The American people hushed in .two minutes of
silent prayer.
,
This Spirit of Armistice day need alarm no lover
of pence. In thus honoring their "Unknown Dead"
America and Great Britain and France give form
and substance to their recognition of that democracy of service and sacrifice which Is the foundation of society and the salvation of nations.
"Unknown Dead" Is merely a symbol. In place
of "Unknown Dead" read "Man In the Ranks the
common man who offered his all, did his duty and
gave his life for his country, unknown, unhonore'd
and unsung. No citation contains his name. No
decoration Is his. This Is the man who won the
war and It Is In his honor that the "Unknown
Dead" are Interred with the pomp and circumstance of state' display.
And the message Is quite as much to the living.
This "Man of the Hanks" need never have reached
the firing line. He need never have got Into the
fighting ranks. Many a patriot who deserves well
of his country was rejected by the recruiting
officer.
The patriot man or woman who gave
his country the best he had shares In the honors
of Armistice day to the "Unknown Dead."
I wish to express to you and to congress and. the
people of the United States the warm appreciation felt throughout this country at the tribute
which you are paying to our unknown warrior.
The gift of your medal of honor to the British
comrade In arms, whose tomb In Westminster Abbey stands for all our" best endeavor and hardest
sacrifice In war, Is a gesture of friendly sympathy
and good will which we will not forget.
On Armistice day representatives of the British empire In .Washington will Join yon In the
ceremony to bo held to honor the splendid record
of your own troops. I greatly wish on that occasion to confer upon your unknown warrior our
highest decoration for valor the Victoria Cross.
I also send my heartfelt good wishes to the
great International conference which opens by
your Initiative upon thnt day. My ministers wIU,
I know, strive as wholeheartedly ns yours to make
the congress a sterling success.
May they, In
common with yours, do all thnt practical statesmanship can achieve to perpetuóte the comradeship of war In the uutlutenance of peace.
QEORCIfi V TO PRESIDENT HARDING.
half-mas-
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KODAK COMPANY.
Sixteenth Street, Denver. Colorado.
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Health is most important to every
woman. You cannot afford to neglect
it when your neighborhood druggist can
supply you with Favorite Prescription
in tablets or liquid, and Dr. Pierce is
willing to give you confidential medical
advice free. Write him today at
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Brings a Ray of Hope to
Childless Wojnen

By F.
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pence.
We refuse to open our eyes when
we ought to be wide awake; we decline to close them when we ought
to be asleep; we are wilfully
Iiead-stron-

own way.
We see not the good, but stroll and
strut with evil.
We are human; out within each
one of us there burns the spark 6f

divinity, and not until this spark shall
be fanned by our own hand Into,
flame, and kept burning by simple
prayer and faith shall our hunger he
fully satisfied. -
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MOTHER'S

COOKBOOK

.

Anon.

THANKSGIVING GOOD THINGS.
IS a good plan to have as much

ITas possible of the preparation for
our feast day done the day before,
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is the greatest value ever

offered in Baking Powder it
has greater raising "force" it goes
further than many of the other
brands. You use only a rounded or
heaping teaspoonful where many others call for two teaspoonfuls or more.

facts and demonstrate beyond doubt that
"Calumet spells economy."

Your grocer sells

it on a guarantee

of money back if you are not pleased with

result.

Calumet contains only such ingredients as
have been approved officially by the U. S.
Food Authorities,

HIGHEST SwarSs

OBSERVE THIS

come "hardened" and lose the ability
blush which Is the reason that
blushing Is considered to be one of
the attributes of Innocence.
(Copyright.)
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turkey.
If one has gathered the firm green
tomatoes before the frost has nipped
them and wrapped each In a square of
paper, placing them In a very cool
cellar, they will be ripe and firm to
use for a salad for a Thanksgiving
day supper.

gome things are better done ahead of
dme, for example, cranberry Jelly and
Stuffing the turkey. A turkey which Copyright, 1921, Western Newspaper Union.
O
is stuffed the day before It is roasted,
seasas
fluvor,
the
of
much
better
is
oning has a chance to work Into the
Jowl. Mince and pumpkin pies may
be made early so that on Thanksgiving day only the less Important
By DOUGLAS MALLOCH
things are left to he done.
Celery may be washed, wrapped In
a cloth and laid In a cool place. Nuts
nay be cracked, and many little things
THE MASTER AVIATOR.
which take time, can be attended to
SAW an aviator great.'
the day before.
Without a fear or care
A salad which will be enjoyed by
The ether ocean navigate,
everyone may be all ready to serve.

I

t.

one-quart-

three-quarter-

r,

man-mad-

K eepVbur Eyfes

of the can or by the amount
you get for your money. You
must estimate it by the amount
of baking powder used in each
baking and the results you get

Calumet never fails. The last level
teaspoonful is as powerful as the
first Calumet is perfectly manufactured keeps perfectly and is
moderate in price.
Ym mm wfcta yaa Wy it Toi save trica yi ac It
One trial will satisfy you of these

o

imm
Niéfit

leavening strength. You
can't judge it by the size

all you'll save when using Calumet You save baking materials.

The master of the air.
The lettuce washed, drained and
niaced in a cool, alrtlcht niace 'to With sudden speed he mounted high
In clouds afar to fade
keeD crien.
tlie dresslne. take two table- - The easy sailor of the sky,
Afloat and unafraid.
noonfuls of chonned ereen nenner.
one tablespoonful of chopped red pep
per, one tablespoonful of minced pars-'ie- And then he came returning, down
Within my vision's ken,
one small Spanish onion chopped,
a teaspoonful of powdered sugar, a Above the field, above the. town,
Above the sea again.
tablespoonful of salt,
of
s
With many a long and graceful sweep
a cupful of vinegar and
He circled near and far,
of a cupful of good olive oil, or
any sweet vegetable oil may be used, A happy ship upon the deep
Blue heavens like a star.
but It will not have the delicious flavor of the olive. Shake all together
In a pint mason Jar a half-houat Yet there were men who did not see
In
The wonder In the blue.
cool
place.
place
then
a
Intervals,
may
not bring happiness,
Wealth
This dressing will keep for two weeks, Or look upon him languidly,'
but, then, neither does poverty.
'
As mortals often do
nd Is called Sherry's dressing. This
e
things
Childish sports may satisfy the chil- Is especially good with tender head let- So busy with their
They
cabbage.
saw
or
nor
neither
tuce
Chinese
heard
annoy
neighbors.
dren, but
the
When making the pumpkin pie, just The music of his beating Wings.
The beauty of the bird.
add a few drops of lemon extract with
(Copyright.)
the ginger used In seasoning, and no
O
tice the Improvement In flavor.
Cranberry frappe Is a delicious way
Exceptions.
t
of serving that berry.
An astronomer says that the term
Strain the
cooked berries, using two cupfuls, a "fixed," as applied to stars, Is a miscupful of sugar and a pint of water, nomer. Still, we know some stars that
H
Ithy two tablespoonfuls of lemon Juice to are mighty well fixed. Boston
Clean
WrH for rrM V Car
Hurla C.CM.
set the color, and freeze as usual.
mamma! Did you hear the
ladder fall down Just now?"
"No, lear. How did the ladder hap- pen to fall downí"
"Well, papa was washing the
window and It slipped, and when It
fell It broke three flower pots. I told
daddy you'd be cross.
"Oh, dear," cried the mother, "1
hope your father hasn't hurt himself."
"I don't think he has yet," replied
the child. "lie was hanging onto the
window sill when I came away to tell
you about the flower pots." Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegrap-

The value of bak

But Baking Powder is not

LYRICS OF LIFE

He Was Unimportant.
Muriel came running to her mother,

SAVINGS

ing powder is based on its

SCHOOL DAYS

I

x

(Copyright.)

We all might do more than we have done. If the berries are a rich red, the
i
Ana not m a wmt ine wene;
;t M not loving that emptied the heart frappe will be a luscious watermelon
Hot giving mat emptied me puree.
pink. Serve Install glasses with the

Clear

S

I

pro-lucln-

it's toasted, of
course. To
in the flavor

nornineN

HERE Is always n strong ten
dency among writers or speakers
to make a verb agree In number
with the noun that Is nearest to the
verb In position in the sentence. Kor
example, many persons use such sentences as the following: "Every one
of these letters were signed by me,"
without recognizing the grammatical
error involved.
The subject (nominative) of the sen
tence is not "letters," but "one," modi
fied bv "every." One is In the singular
number ami requires, therefore, u
singular verb. "Letters" Is In the oh- Jective cuse, governed by the preposi
tion "of." You cannot say, "Every
one were signed," and the life of the
nlirsise "of the letters" does not
chance the grammatical rule Involved.
Therefore, Instead of saying "Every
one of these letters were signed by
me," sny "Every one of these letters
was signed by me."
Of course, the same rule applies to
"each." Do not say, "Each of these
letters are mine :" say. "Each of these
letters Is mine."

(Copyright.)

Wlhy?

"O-o--

g

and Insistent upon having our

11

crying:

"'""1

and

EVERY ONE ARE."
1 1

dust-cover-

Pink-ham-

Yes

Common Errors in English
How to Avoid Uiem

froni the dancing leaves of the forests; from songs of birds and sighing winds, but our eyes are heavy
and our ears are dull.
Right at our elbows Is a
volume filled with . uplifting
encouragement and fatherly love,
intended for guidance to the very
happiness we desire.
But we let this great book He In
a dark corner untouched while we
continue to stumble on and cry for

-

Real Ground for Complaint.
"Very bad form, I call it, to ring one
DO WE BLUSH?
up during church hours."
"Probably she knows you don't go to
shock or emotion which makes
ANY heart pump an extra supply
church."
"Very likely; but she might have
of blood into the arteries and
the decency to assume that I
veins which supply the face will give
rise to the reaction which we call
"blushing." The emotion, of course,
must be one of the variety which
causes the heart to beat faster than
Excitement, embarrassment
usual.
r anger will cause this, while fear,
which retards the action of the heart,
g
will cause the opposite effect,
a pale white look.
Because the shock or emotion must
e one to which we are not accua-omed, some, persons blush far more
eadlly than others. A person, for
ampie, who Is not in the habit ot
seal
Istenlng ' to certain language will
lush from embarrassment when he
tears it the first few times but. If the
experience Is continued, he will be--

m"

HOW DO YOU SAY IT?
By C N. LURIE

Walker

anemia from
rimn
n
the time I was sixteen years old and
"
""
'"iwas very irregular. NOT ON BREAD ALONE
I
If I did anv house- cleaning or washing
Is within all of us an
I would faint and
appetite
which
have to be put to
craves substantial nourishment
my Husband
Dea,
thinking every minfor the soul.
ute was mv last.
A sumptuous table 'heaped with
After reading your palatable delicacies fulls utterly to
text-noo- n
lor women
I took Lydia E. sntlsfy this hunger.
With all our curnal gluttony we
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and And ourselves at certain periods of
Used th
SnnativA
our existence yearning for spiritual
Wash, and nave never felt better than food.
1 have the last two years. I can work,
Wealth and luxury leave but an
eat. aleen, and feel as atroncas mn h
Doctors told me I could never have emptiness; poverty and sorrow dis
children I was too weak but after tress and harden our hearts; the
taking Vegetable Compound itstrength-ene- d world Is a cheat a bauble that eludes
me so I gave birth to an eight us and leaves us In vagueness.
pound boy. I was well all the time, did
my
work up to the last day, and had
all
We may be talebearers, liars and
'natural birth. Everybody who knew
me was surprised, and when they ask ma thieves, but In our serious moments
what made me strong I tell them with there comes upon us an overwhelm
ing longing for something that will
's
great pleasure, 'I took Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound and never appease our appetite, besides bread
felt better in my life.' Use this testi- alone.
monial at any time." Mrs. Elizabeth
- We wish for the sustenance In
Cu n UATir n?i.l fit
which Truth and Mercy are blended,
strong recommendation for Lydia E. thflt our BOuIs mny be satiated, and
In ten thousand
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Itia 0UP iever cooled.
only one of a great many similar cases. ' delectable forms It Is spread out be- accept
for us, but we rebel
The Great Obstacle.
lng It.
"Wife has been pestering at me con
Though we may he starving and
siderably of late to sell out and move weak to the point of fulling we reto town," said Gap Johnson of Rumpus fuse to eat.
Kidge, Ark. "The children yelled like
In our misery and weariness we
catamounts for the change whenever crave the everlasting Voice of Nature
they happened to think about It. And to lull us to sweet repose, yet In
I was pretty nigh on the p'lnt of doing strange perverseness we fight to keep
so last month, but Just then some fel
awake.
ler told me It was almost Impossible
to raise dogs In town." Kansas City
From all around us coincs the call
Btar.
to the feast.
It comes from the silent starry
Shave With Cutleura Soap
nights; from the boisterous days;
And double your razor efficiency as from the shimmering silver streams;
well as promote skin purity, skin com
fort and skin health. No mug, no
slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no
Irritation even when shaved twice
dally. One soap for all uses shaving,
bathing and shampooing. Advertisement
1
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SOMETHING TO
THINKA.ABOUT

EXPERIENCE

Lowell.

1 1

A pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz. Some
baking powders come in 12 oz cans instead of 16 oz.
cans. Be sure you get a pound when you want it

THE FRIENDLY PATH
By WALTER

I.

A Student's Wish
Th New Typist
Flubb That new stenographer pf
"History repents Itself."
Simpson's Is rather of the clinging
"Well, 1 wish arithmetic would mim
type. Isn't she?
itself up."
Dubb Yes, she's a regular cling
peach.
An undertaker is a man wlto Callows the medical profession.
DYED HER BABY'S COAT,
Adam had one cause for rojolei
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS
made her Own dresses.
'

ROBINSON.

E OFTEN stood beside

bis gate.
An bonest-faceold
man."
The unknown author of these
lines Introduces n character
known to everyone and generally
loved.
In every community
there may be found the aged man,
with the happy, smiling face.
The world has not showered a
great amount of wealth upon
him.
lie has gone through
trouble and sickness. lie leans
upon his worn cane before the
humble dwelling and he smiles
and chats in his quaint fashion
whenever one passes the gate.
Many who are more fortunate than he feel more cheerful
when they receive his greeting.
They understand that he has
come to the evening of his Ufe
without piling up riches and
without winning wide honor.
They are battling unceasingly
to win both. They cannot find
the cause for the peaceful look
on the old man's face. They
cannot Imagine anyone being
happy In his declining years
without accomplishing much
that they aim to gain.
If one asked this familiar
character to explain the cause
for his apparent content, he
probably could not comply with
the request The reason Is so
simple that even he does not
d

Interest Still Larga.
Modern style may have Interfered
with the deposits in woman's favorite
bank, but it hns caused no decrease of
Interest. Boston Transcript.
Success is a thing that some are
content to envy In others and some
achieve for themselves.

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER

He has acquired what neither

I

friendliness has
brought hlra to bring sunshine
Into his few remaining days or
years.
The world needs to catch the
spirit of his kindly old soul.
One Is poor indeed, regardless of
his accumulation of gold or his
poverty, if he approaches the
end of the path without sincere
friends.
open-hearte-

d

(Copyright)

CURES COLDS
LA GRIPPE
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r
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W. H. HH.L

Ileal happiness is cheap encugh, yet
how dearly we pay for Its
Education is life's apprenticeship;
Its chief aim Is to teach us how to
think.
In warm weather

it doesn't

rctj

ta

COM HAN V, DLTHOlT

Death only a matter of short time.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

COLD MEDAL

Ths) world's standard remedy for kidney,

The Remedy With a Record of Fifty- Five Years of Surpassing Excellence.
All who suffer with nervous dyspep
sia, sour stomach, constipation, Indigestion, torpid liver, dizziness, bead-achecoming up of food, wind on
Stomach, palpitation and other indications of digestive disorder, will find
Green's August Flower an effective
and most efficient remedy. For fifty-fiv- e
years this medicine has been successfully used In millions of households all over the civilized world. Because of its remarkable merit and
widespread popularity Green's August
Flower can be found today vrhereve
medicines are sold. Advertisement

all wrapped up in yourself.

DfHMMt
MywMtirt.

Ctwtt

TOO
LATE

liver, bladder and nri: add troubles the
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
ThrM sixes, all druggists.
Look fat Ua nana CoM Medal oa
mad accept no imitatioa

Ladies Keep Your Skin

s,

x

mnnty wrid w.
portrait and

Hid'a
At All

Any man might have found inde
pendence if he hod begun early enough
with 100 acres of his own.

recognize It.

money nor honor con buy. He
hns lived an honest Ufe and
looks the world squarely in the
face. Countless persons are his
trustful friends. Lacking much
that others possess, he nevertheless has a clear conscience and
Is mind Is at rest. The smiles
he receives from the populace
are the blessings which his own

-

Each caelum of "Diamond Dves" con
tain directions to eimnle anv woman can
dye or tint her old, worn, faded thing!
new. ü.ven a sbe has never dyed before,
the can put a new, rich color into shabby
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockings,
sweaters, coverings, draperies, hangings,
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other
kind then perfect home dyeing is guar
anteed. Just tell your druggist whether
the material you wish to uve is wool or
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton, or
mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak,
spot, fade or run. advertisement.
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Success .b'eedst)C(ifSi, Each' saved d. ll ir fathers
.fif ther. Dnllart-lot-'fbllara. Interes! ud s to theú.
In i uild ng for j our success, you are j our ov n archi
teot, your own carp, n te?. Noone.pl'te v.ill or, can
take h contract. Ntldnir eucc vtU like eijcciS-- j
achi. vement makes an additional (tchievenunt
'
possible.
;

".'

Deposited
It. 9 bank, you.' saving's grow wi!h
cl e',tiolt regularity.
V.e
re desirous '
helpi g''
yo,i flcciiinalata that .'rt?erva fu id or rpporiunity
'
U,ke" 1) at will e..me in mighty handy for you this
year next year torn time.
in- -

KEYNOLDS .DRUG STOKE
La Landc, N. M.

'

Bank of Commerce

INVITES YOUR PATRONAGE
Come, or send us a mail order and be
convinced that our prices on Drugs
and Notions are at rock bottom.
Many are doing it. Get the habit..
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C. A JOLLY

mush suoh a ciurs would
belter tho cOódi:io i of the re
ligious woi Id.
Thmk what Christ would gain
and Satan would loee.
God, through Christ would
gain the universal belief and con
sent of the world that JBua wan
the Christ, and eon of God, and
th,at God had sent him inti the
world to pave the fallen sons and
daughters of Adnra.
Batan would lot hj all the division
that now exist by which he causes
all religious wars, ana ttrife to
bfi continuously kept up, and
used by him s rffect..!ly to keep
persons from aoioeptirg Christ.
if 11 would enly do what God
There
and Christ c mmand
would 'be no religio ja difference
There would ireno human nameF,
no human cretds, nor books oi

MXJR REP CROSS
INTIME
STOOP

fn,OOO,000
SINCE If? I THE AMERICAN REO CWSSHAS SPENT
5ENBIN& SUCCOR. TO COMMU N IT1ÉS OVERTAKEN BY PI5A5TE.Í?.

season
We Want Your

THE WOVESTCRN DIVISION HAVE HAD TO MEtT
JNSASTER.SWCE. THE ARMISTICE., AND THE. RED CROSS HAS SPfNT
1,6(30,000 IN KE1PIN8 M IKE REIIABIUTATX! OFTHtSE COMNt-NlTlE- S

5ltJMpl0HITIESIJ

Í

THE

SOUTHWEST KNOWS
CROSS CAM BE DEPENDED
IN TIME OF MEED

THE RED

THE. REJ) CROSS NOW
'

doctorine and discipline Wa nil
would beamy clm.ila.ms. Acts 11 :
2G.
What a grand union this
would bel What a grand and
i-

HAVE ALWAYS

TO HELP KEEP

15

OF PREPAREDNESS
ARMISTICE

THE ROLiVULEECAUEDON

Ue

Your

LCu?8

JOHN
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
FORT SUMNER. N MEXICO
TU?, j.hme 104 Office phóru 9

PAY

DO NOT FAIL. TO REMFW YXJR MEMBERSHIP ATiD THr
HELP THE: RED R05S TO HE UPTHEL COMMON I Tlfc.3
WHICH NEED IT
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If you hnve henna to sell, ge:
prices from W. T. Wade.
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TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS
Send your nutscriptio.-)-

Taiban Valley News, Taiban, N M,
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WILL SELL OR TRADE
75 pound frhoales foraal or trade
tor ihraslud j.tan'z cr shelled
corn Price $7.00
II 8 Feller,
Fort Sumner. N. M.
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Mavmg recuved notice, thru
the oolumns of the, '"Sunday
Herald," issued October 30, 1921,
of the concerted efforts of E. 13.

Garcia, District Attorney of
Bernalillo county, New Mexico,
and the sheriff of said county, to
top Sunday dancing and to restrict public daocii g in general,
we the faculty of Taiban Con
solidated County High Fchooi,
both as teaohers and as citizens
of Taiban, De Baoa county, N.M.
and we, he citizens of Taiban,
De !3aoa county, N. M. , do here
by go on record as heartily
commending the above mention
d Attorney and Sherriff for iheir
actions and intentions in matters
relative to the dancing evil.
And, we further hereby ftongly
condemn the Board of . County
Commissioners of said Bernalillo
county, in that they gave no sup
port to the movement.
Now. Ha It Kesolved; That a
copy of thene resolutions be
handed tj the editor of our local
paper for publication and that a
eopy of the paper be sent to eaoh
of the three partiei to the controversy, and that a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the "Sunday Herald" oí Albuquerque lor
publication.

"FORD SON."

!!

DEPENDING ON YOO

IT IN A STATE

et-l- l

Patronage.

OM

tn'ilet

a shortige , of horsey
nd
U10 severe, heat of harvest
full plowing, bitneraimd fl8.
elo , wi rry you. Ju t leaVe ai
oder wi h us for a
VFORUSON" Tractor and for
get such troubles of the,.h,i vest
the Oliver
seafon. We also
uso
with the
Tractor Plow for
D

Also fresh vegetables and fruit in

IT.

1

good work thiB is for all who love
in sincerity
the Lord Jesua Chi
and in truth !
Let us labor for this glorious
union hy acting f. r our own
selves in joi ing thia army of
christain suldiers, and not eectar.
jan patties.
I thall write more later on.
Yours in Jove for the Master.
W. H. Hodge,
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ü

of

Flour, Feed, Poultry, Eggs.
In Line with the market prices

at all times.
Car of GOLD CROWN FLOUR If
Just Arrived.
DOWN GOES PRICE9. SEE ME W.HEN
WANT TO BUY OR SELL

YOU

h

We state it as our honest befief
that the tobaccos used in Chesterfield are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price. ,.
Liggett & Myerj Tobacco Co.

sieilield.

CIGARETTES

of Turkish and Domestic tobaccosblended

